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The Zimbali Country Club is situated in the Zimbali Coastal Estate that is a breathtaking 700-hectare coastal resort situated on a
pristine stretch of KwaZulu-Natal's Dolphin Coast. It is a place of expansive beauty endowed with lush vegetation and an
abundance of indigenous wildlife. Zimbali Country Club is home, not only to the magnificent 18-hole Tom Weiskopf-designed
world championship golf course but also boasts a selection of restaurants including the Crowned Eagle Restaurant,
The Fig Tree pub and restaurant and the Valley of the Pools.

Celebrate everlasting memories in a unique, inspirational and enchanting atmosphere where engaging service and attention to
detail will make your special day one to cherish. We are looking forward to welcoming you for your personal site inspection.
Kindly set up an appointment where we can spend quality time with you creating your Dream Wedding.

Wedding Planner Nicky Almeida - 083 522 2532 - functions@zimbalicc.co.za
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Essenwood
486 Ridge Rd , Essenwood • Phone: 031 208 4982
Open last and first Sunday of the month 10:00am - 2:00pm
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Umhlanga
Shop 38, 6 Royal Palm Blvd, Umhlanga, (Royal Palm Hotel)
Phone: 031 566 1404
Open on Sundays 10:00am - 3:00 pm

Durban - Central
19 Nicol Square, 135 Dr AB Xuma Rd, Durban • Phone: 031 306 3582

E-mail: admin@jasminsbridal.co.za • Website: www.jasminsbridal.co.za
PHOTOGRAPHY: Matthew Henning, HAIR BY ROCKEY - Rock Your Hair, MAKE-UP: Makeup_by_studiof
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Located in Westville, Durban, Ekhaya Boutique Hotel
offers a home away from home experience for the
discerning travellers. We offer a personalised guest
experience, for both leisure and corporate travellers.
We are three minutes away from Westwood Mall and
three minutes away from The Pavilion shopping mall.

Facairbe.s• 11-hr room service

• Service bar

• Safety deposit box

• Gardens

• Infinity swimming pool

• Housekeeping

• Cable/Satellite TV

• WiFi

Choose from Deluxe Rooms,
Standard Rooms, Superior Room
or Executive Room, all decorated
with crisp white linen, offering
its own unique feel.
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We can host small intimate events such as weddings and small parties of
up to 30 guests.
iKhuba has two functions rooms, as well as a large patio overlooking the infinity
pool.
The on-site amenities and high level of varied services ensure that the venue is fully
equipped to facilitate a full range of functions.
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12 Jamieson Drive, Westville, Durban
Phone: 031 266 0950
E-mail: info@ekhayahotel.co.za
Website: www.ekhayaboutiquehotel.co.za
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WE STOCK BEAUTIFUL BRIDAL GOWNS,
FLOWER GIRL DRESSES,
MATRIC DANCE DRESSES,
GLOVES,
MINIATURE BRIDE DRESSES,
WINE GLASSES,
CAKE KNIVES,
AND MANY MORE.
WE HIRE DRESSES & HAVE AWESOME
PACKAGE DEALS:
1 WEDDING GOWN
3 BRIDESMAID DRESSES
2 FLOWERGIRLS
1 MINIATURE BRIDE
(ALL INCL. FROM R7000)

TEL: 081 447 9636
CELL: 083 989 0507
SHOP NO. 1A
GLENWOOD VILLAGE MALL
397 CHE GUEVARA (MOORE) RD
DURBAN 4001
BECCASBRIDAL@GMAIL.COM
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mirage travel
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Enquire Now
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DURBAN

JOHANNESBURG

Email: marketing a)miragetravel.co.za

www.miragetravel.co.za

031 208 4222

011 492 1944
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Market serves simple quality cuisine using locally and/or
organically sourced ingredients in a professional, unique,
and caring environment. Market is also known for its
selection of award-winning South African wines, freshly
squeezed fruit juices and coffee. The fine dining dinner food
specials change regularly and provide the perfect catalyst for
any occasion, whether it be your first date or a birthday
celebration.
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PO Box 1426, Pinetown 3600
Tel 031 717 4000 • Fax 031 717 4100
E-mail: carols@brabys.co.za
Website: www.futurebride.co.za
While every care has been taken in the preparation of this publication, no liability
can be accepted by the publishers for any errors or omissions that may occur.
This publication is the exclusive property of the publishers and no part of the
contents may be reproduced in any form without the prior written permission of
the publishers.

LAYOUT AND DESIGN: Michel Gribben
EDITORIAL: Lara Baker
SALES: Carol Spalding 031 717 4117
Front cover photograph by David Weeks

www.futurebride.co.za

The courtyard has a central fountain surrounded by a ring of
Leopard trees, which provide all year mottled shade and its
peaceful atmosphere. The outdoor furniture and tables are
modelled around 18th-century French garden furniture
adding to Market's allure. The restaurant's indoor section is
more modern minimalist while still providing the feeling of
dining somewhere in Europe.
Market is always available for big parties, private functions
or weddings.
Tel: 031 309 8581
40 Marriott (Gladys Mazibuko) Rd, Greyville, Durban 4001
E-mail: events@marketrestaurant.co.za
Website: www.marketrestaurant.co.za
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Brabys Future Bride would like to
take this opportunity to thank all
those who volunteered to make
our front cover collaboration shoot
such a success.

For Her...

If you would like the opportunity to
collaborate with us next year,
kindly call Carol Spalding for more
information.
Tel: 031 717 4117
carols@brabys.co.za

TERRYSCOTT
HAIR FASHION

HAIR: www.terryscott.co.za
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FLOWERS: www.kloofflorist.co.za
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MAKE-UP: www.makeupbycharelle.co.za
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Stemming from the creative, artistic roots of this super gifted family, a fine art tree blossoms...
with world-class portrait painting, genius mendhi art, top chef catering...poetry, music and art...
and much more. We are pleased to offer our services to you...

For Her...

• Hand-painted, original bridal paintings (life long guarantee)
• Picture framing and photography. Art tuitions (private)
• Exclusive modern mendhi designs
• Top Chef outdoor cooking and catering
• Customised stage design and decor
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Palm Dune Beach Lodge is situated just forty
minutes north of Durban on a secluded
beach known as Blythedale.
A Lodge of this nature is a rare find on the
sought after Dolphin Coast of KwaZulu-Natal
and is within easy reach of the major cities
and towns of Durban, Richards Bay and
Pietermaritzburg. Being right on the beach
and adjacent to a nature reserve makes the
venue highly versatile.
The Lodge boasts 40 en-suite air-conditioned
rooms, two superbly appointed conference
facilities, a swimming-pool, a fully catered
and serviced dining room, bar and deck
overlooking the sea. The atmosphere is
comfortable and relaxed with service to
rooms, to the beach or in the lounge, bar or
pool area. The kitchen serves a wide variety
of cuisine, from traditional South African
favourites to our mouth-watering seafood
extravaganza.
The Lodge is situated right on the beach and
between two estuaries, creating a beautifully
protected bay from where ocean safari
excursions are launched. For the golfer, Palm
Dune is central to six top-class courses within
a 25-kilometre radius, with a host of other
activities that can be conducted at or in the
immediate environs of the Lodge.

For Her...

Your dream for a beach wedding, with your
toes in the sand, is a reality at Palm Dune.
With the Gazebo set-up on the beach, chairs
with white chair covers, as well as the table
for signing the register. Contingency plans
are in place for all weather conditions.
Two superb indoor venues seating up to 90 or
150 guests, outdoor reception options are
also available. Request more information
from our team for these options. Our in-house
DJ is included for both the ceremony and
reception.
The region is blessed with an all-round
summer, which places no limits on timing.

PALM DUNE
BEACH LODGE

8 | Before...
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BEACH LODGE

For Her...

Palm Dune Beach Lodge is one of the
premier wedding destinations on the North
Coast. Beach Weddings are our specialty
and one look at our expansive beach will
convince you why.

The ultimate romantic beach wedding of
your dreams is attainable here. Whether it is
outdoors or an indoor affair, Palm Dune has
a variety of options.

N

Barefoot beach elegance is accompanied
by fine dining and luxurious
accommodation.
Complementing this magnificent setting is a
variety of menus to cater for every taste.
Our in-house wedding coordinator can work
with the bride to make her wedding a very
special, memorable and flawless occasion.
Tel: 032 552 1588 I Fax: 032 551 6095
9 Umvoti Drive, Blythedale Beach
KwaZulu-Natal North Coast
E-mail: stay@palmdune.co.za
Website: www.palmdune.co.za
www.futurebride.co.za
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Engagement Adventure
The best surprise engagement I have ever set up and filmed simply stunning people in love.
THE SET UP I had two days to prepare before the couple
arrived on the island. I ran around the island to various shops
and hardware stores, borrowing and purchasing various
supplies: ropes; lanterns; fire torches; snacks; champagne.
I spent a few hours on the road scouting for the perfect
sentimental location.
At last, the morning arrived, and I had completed two trips in
my little island car, dropping off supplies behind their villa in
preparation for the big moment.
Then I waited...
In a situation like this, so much depends on timing. Although
the groom was in on the plan, so much depended on his
girlfriend being ready within the time frame we had discussed
and them being out the house for a specific time.
Suddenly there was a moment when the doors opened, and
our couple left for their dining reservation. I knew I had just
less than two hours to set up the surprise proposal spot.
THE EXECUTION Our friendly Villa Azul’s hostess @
eg.xavier went to the restaurant and offered the couple in love
a complimentary excursion on her boat. Not far out to sea, our

- A LOVE STORY

lovely Ruanè was presented with my blindfold. Our handsome
Jarred had only seen my sketched design the night before,
making the actual set-up as much a surprise to him as it was
going to be to his soon-to-be-fiancée.
Meanwhile, after building the arch, draping it and adding
flowers, I then attached the supporting ropes, lit the torches
and turned on all the Gopro cameras that were attached to
the lanterns. There was an osmo2 set up at the arch with my
Hasselblad drone in the sky and my two long lens cameras
around my neck. I headed for secret cover so that I could
shoot non-intrusively. The boat beached. Multitasking had
begun for me as I swapped between the two remotes (osmo2
and Drone in the sky) & my main cameras.
Jarred carried her up the beach and told her only to remove
the blindfold when the first song finished. There she stood not
knowing anyone else was there with no idea what would be
before her eyes.

Jarred had given me five love letters beautifully hand-written
in calligraphy. Each one was gently placed in its lantern on
the beach between the fire torches. They were to be opened
consecutively, leading her closer to where Jarred would be
waiting with a large, pure-cut diamond that would officially
make his soulmate his fiancée.
RESULT SHE SAID YES !!

Ruane’s Story

“We met as children, with starry eyes and incomplete sets
of teeth. Although raised in different countries, we had a
connection from the start. As we spent more holidays together,
we gratefully accepted one another’s quirks. We even created
and buried a time-capsule to be revisited years later. In there,
we secretly believed that we would each become the other
one’s spouse. Later, we also had a continuous game: he was
my husband, and I was his wife. Unbeknownst to us, this
would eventually be the way we would know each other for
the greater part of our lives.
We lost contact for more than ten years while he worked
abroad, then the two smooth mothers decided to help us
along. I, being the bolder one in the relationship (wink wink),
made the first move. I initiated the conversation with a simple
“Hello there! Remember me? Your childhood wife?” And so
the innocent love was re-ignited.
My handsome man and I met up again 2 years ago for the first
time where we quickly realized that this was it. This was the
future we had both been longing for. We decided to make it
work, despite the distance; the best decision of our lives.
In the perfect April of 2019, he took me on a fantastic holiday
to Turks and Caicos. He had been planning that holiday,
amongst other things, for months! With the most beautiful
sunny day as a backdrop, he took me for breakfast. Our
Airbnb host then surprised us with a lovely ride on her boat
to experience the island from another perspective. Before I
knew it, I was blindfolded, carried off the boat and given a few
instructions. From there onwards, it was just a kaleidoscope of
emotions – elation, love, excitement and awe to name a few. A
pathway of handcrafted letters took me to a stunning gazebo,
adorned with white draping and striking pink bougainvillaea’s,
and none other than my favourite person waiting patiently
for me. Reality struck when he dropped to his knee - a
picturesque moment. I genuinely believe THAT is what real
love and beauty look like.
Dave was there all along (even days before), but I never
knew until he appeared in front of me to capture the emotion.
Dave was amazing throughout the entire trip. Such expertise
and perfection, and always a kind word and light-up-the-

room smile. Many shots, angles, silly and beautiful moments
followed. We were so blessed being able to share our oncein-lifetime experience with an excellent photographer and
now-treasured friend. I am thrilled that he was able to capture
everything he did – our precious getaway to be remembered
forever. Thank you, Dave xx”

Jarred’s Story

“What better way to spend your life than with your childhood
sweetheart? She was 6, and I was 9. How wonderful to know
that the princess of my dreams is now my soul’s recognition of
its counterpart in her.”
Supplied by The Image Space
hosted by
david _weeks_photographic
Photography
Video
Hasselblad Drone
High Res Studio Booth

DAVID WEEKS PHOTOGRAPHIC
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Jewellery...

A public sign of this exciting stage of your life, the engagement
ring is often the first thing people ask to see once they hear
the news. Your ring may be an heirloom piece that has been
passed down, or you may have had something specially
designed. While watching trends is fun, your decision will
ultimately be influenced by your personal preferences, budget,
and practicality.
Following on from last year, we still see more colours in
engagement rings. While many couples are still opting for
a white diamond as the centerpiece of their rings (and the
solitaire ring will always be around), brides are increasingly
looking to other options. These include either two coloured
stones set on either side of their diamond or to have small
stones set all around the diamond, creating a halo. Blue and
pink sapphires, rubies and yellow diamonds are the alternative
stones of choice for those wanting some colour. Diamonds are
waning a little in popularity as couples realise that diamonds
are not as rare as we once believed them to be. Couples are
looking for something special to symbolise their unique union
are increasingly looking to other stones for their engagement
rings.
Vintage rings are seeing a massive surge in popularity.
There is an individual beauty in taking an old ring and giving
it a new lease on life. It could be a ring that has been in your
family for generations, or it could be an exceptional find in
an antique shop. A ring with a great history could become
symbolic of your happy relationship. There is also nothing
wrong with taking a vintage ring and modifying it slightly to

14 | I Do...

your taste. Dominating the vintage trends at the moment is
art-deco jewellery. The designs are typically geometric and
quite symmetrical and often include filigree in the design.
Filigree designs are small, intricate cut-outs, a technique that
was perfected in this era. Usually, the diamonds are European
cut diamonds, which was the style of the era - a predecessor
to the round brilliant cut diamonds of today. The art-deco style
also makes use of what is known as calibre cut stones, which
are stones individually cut to the shape of the design. They
are generally tightly spaced either together or to the metal,
which is one of its identifying characteristics.
Creating an heirloom piece If budget allows, your
wedding presents a wonderful opportunity to create a legacy.
It is a chance to design and have made your unique necklace
or bracelet that can be passed down for generations. It could
even start a tradition, being worn at a sibling’s wedding as
their ‘something borrowed’ or at your own daughter’s wedding
one day. An heirloom piece creates a connection to family
history and is a way of making sure that some small part of
you might perhaps be included in your granddaughter’s big
day in time to come. Whether your piece is a ring, a necklace
or a bracelet, the important thing is to keep some classic,
timeless elements while still trying to incorporate aspects of
you. The piece has to be something you like and that you are
comfortable wearing, rather than something that stays in your
cupboard all the time.
When considering the design of your heirloom piece,
remember to take into account how durable the gemstone is.
www.futurebride.co.za
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MOODY ROMANTIC
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GLENN ADENDORFF

GLENN ADENDORFF

GLENN ADENDORFF

GLENN ADENDORFF

GLENN ADENDORFF

GLENN ADENDORFF

Aspects of Wedding Jewellery
Of course, the
jewellery decisions don’t begin and end at the engagement
ring. Due consideration must also be given to the jewellery
that the bridal party wear on the big day. Before making any
big purchases, wait until you have your dress. On bridal
gown, the neckline of the wedding dress is an essential factor
to consider when looking at your bridal jewellery. The wrong
necklace could prove to be a distraction from the overall look.
For gowns with an illusion neckline, there is usually enough
detail close to the neck area, and a necklace, in this case,
would probably detract from the finer details of your dress. An
elegant pendant would suit a dress with a V-neckline, while a
halter-neck dress would allow for more focus on the ear-rings
and hair accessories, leaving the neckline bare.
Ultimately, your jewellery should reflect your personality. It
should be simple in nature if you wear a simple style of jewellery
daily. If you have one favourite piece of jewellery that always
makes you feel good or that people always compliment you on,
use that piece as your starting point. Either make it a featured

16 | I Do...

jewellery item or incorporate it into your look somewhere. Pick
a theme, as this will make all your decisions going forward
easier. If you have dainty, elegant pearls, opt for jewellery that
has pearls. Different style will compete for attention, so having
pearls on your dress and sparkling rhinestone chandelier earrings will be a definite clash. Mix and match sensibly, and if
you include a colour, such as a blue to match your sapphire
engagement ring, don’t include other colours in your jewellery.

  

Diamonds and sapphires are hard stones and as such, can
go into most designs. If choosing a slightly softer rock, such
as emerald or aquamarine (from the beryl family of stones),
which are more delicate, you may want to consider a halo
design on a ring to offer a bit more protection. Softer stones
are more prone to scratches and wear and tear over time and
are also challenging to re-set, meaning that if someone in a
future generation wants to alter the design slightly, they may
not be able to.

Jewellery for Men After all the stress of finding the perfect
engagement ring for his bride, the groom’s wedding band can
often be an overlooked and under-researched part of the
wedding. As a piece of jewellery that will be worn daily for
years, the man of the moment should give due consideration
to his lifestyle and dress style. Is his lifestyle more active, or
more sedentary? There are more options in terms of materials
and men are no longer restricted. Apart from the gold options,
other available materials are wood, tungsten, palladium and
silver. Some, such as titanium, are a little more affordable than
gold but may not be as durable.
The groom’s band needs to be as tailor-made to the groom’s
lifestyle and interests as the bride’s ring is to hers. As such, the
rings don’t need to match, but it may be helpful to incorporate
a matching element across both rings. This could be in the
choice of metal, or including the same gemstone in both
designs. There could be a matching design element across
both rings, such as a pattern. The pattern could be an imprint
of your fingerprints, which can be included on the inside or
outside design of the ring.
www.futurebride.co.za
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VA-TUNGSTEN

VA-TUNGSTEN

VA-TUNGSTEN

VA-TUNGSTEN

VA-TUNGSTEN

VA-TUNGSTEN

Glenn Adendorff’s work is like life itself once all the existential
expediency has been stripped away: exhilarating, terrifying,
exasperating, breathtaking, confusing, funny, strange, sad and
ecstatic. Two mirrors opposed creating an infinite regression,
by which one is hypnotised - not by the prospect of reaching a
non-existent endpoint - but by tumbling vertiginously through
the endless abyss. It is through the cathartic crucible of art
that Glenn is tirelessly striving to understand something that
cannot be understood. And therein lies the beauty of his art:
life, after all, is not a problem to be solved but a mystery to
be lived.

on the field or at the gym.
Editorial supplied by Glenn Adendorff

The richly complex tapestry of Glenn’s creativity tells the
story of an artist comprised of myriad facets and a multitude
of dimensions. The visceral blur of stream-of-consciousness
images and sounds that comprises his film and music is pure
punk DIY experimentalism, while the exquisite craftsmanship
of his singular jewellery creations reflects a relentless devotion
to detail. Glenn is an artist. A testimonial from one of his clients
describes him as ‘an absolute master of his craft. His passion
and precision are evident in each piece of art that he creates.’

The colour blue has taken over the Men’s Jewellery Industry.
Gone are the days of the standard thin, gold bands. Grooms
now have a choice! At VA-Tungsten, we have over 30 unique
styles to choose from, and our rings are the most comfortable
rings you will ever wear. All our Tungsten Carbide rings have
comfort fit moulded into each design. The comfort fit acts as a
cushion on your finger, making them grip on and comfortable
to wear. You will forget you are even wearing a ring. At VATungsten, we found a gap in the industry. We pursued the
idea of creating a unique range of rings for men that are
sophisticated and sleek, with a hint of colour. We received
countless requests for blue rings, so we decided to take on
this project and create a range of ‘crowd-stopping’ blue rings,
which have taken the wedding industry by storm! Everyone
wants their personality to shine through. What better way
to show everyone who you are than with your own carefully
selected VA-Tungsten wedding ring that compliments your
individual self!

Two terms that you may come across in the course of your
wedding band shopping are those of ‘comfort-fit’ and ‘standard
fit’. The standard-fit is the traditional ring that everyone is
familiar with that is flat on the inside. The comfort-fit design
has a rounded inside, allowing the ring to conform to the
shape of the finger, making the ring more comfortable to put
on and remove. This is a valuable consideration if the groom
plays a lot of sport and would prefer not to wear his ring when

We aim to meet all our clients’ wants and needs, and we fulfil
this by continually adding new styles to our range as they
become more in demand. Our vision is always to keep on
trends and satisfy the needs of all our grooms. Service and
customer satisfaction are vitally important to us, so we always
maintain the highest standards of quality and service to all our
customers!
Editorial supplied by VA-Tungsten
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BEYOND MEASURE

Legal Advice & Ceremonies...
It is only when you are planning your wedding that you
realise the number of choices a simple ceremony entails.
If you already have a minister, your wedding venue choice
could be influenced by whether your minister will conduct your
ceremony at their place of worship, or if they are prepared to
travel to your chosen venue. If your heart is set on a minister
who does not travel, you may have to settle on a venue that
is closer to the church. The advantage in this scenario is that
your guests are not driving too much between the ceremony
and the reception.

If you are booking a minister from your church, make sure
you inquire ahead of time whether you will be required to take
part in marriage preparation or a counselling course so that
you can build that into your schedule. Some churches require
one session, others offer a six-week programme. The weeks
before your wedding fly past quickly, so if you know about
the course, you can book to do it before it becomes a rush
or you run out of time. If the two of you don’t have a specific
minister, a non-denominational one may be your answer.
They will travel to your wedding venue, perform the ceremony
and take care of all the legalities. Most ministers will have a
discussion with you to get to know you and find out what your
expectations are. Some couples would prefer an hour-long
sermon to match the solemnity of the occasion. In contrast,
other couples prefer a ceremony with a shorter duration.
Honouring a loved one who has passed on
Weddings are emotional events, and there is nothing more
heart-wrenching than the pain of not being able to share a
www.futurebride.co.za

significant life event with a relative who is no longer there. If
this is relevant to your wedding, please mention it to your
minister. When people have passed on, it doesn’t mean that
they should no longer be spoken about, or that the topic of
their life should be avoided. Often, it means more to those
who are left behind when the deceased member is included.

Honouring the person could take the form of a reading that
honours them or including their favourite saying, poem or
scripture in the ceremony itself. In the past, couples have
opted to reserve an empty seat for a loved one at the service.
This indicates that although the person has gone, they are still
loved, thought about and remembered. A photograph can be
worn in a locket around the bride’s neck or included as part of
the bridal bouquet. These acts keep the person close to the
person they mean the most to.
There are many ways to pay tribute to a father who cannot
walk the bride down the aisle or the mother who can no longer
dance with her son at the mother-son dance.
Traditional Zulu Weddings Wedding celebrations begin
with the settlement of ilobola, traditionally one of the most
critical aspects of the wedding. Frequently misunderstood,
lobola is a way for the groom to say thank you for his bride,
and to show appreciation to the bride’s family for bringing her
up into the lady she is today. The wedding date is set once
the ilobola has been established. From here, the process of
welcoming the bride and groom into each other’s families
begins. There is the izibizo, where gifts are given by the
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groom to the bride’s family, followed by the umbondo, where
the bride buys groceries for the groom’s family. On the day
of the wedding, the bride leaves her parents home early,
covered in a blanket that is given to her by her mother. Her
father will lead her to the groom’s family home. From here,
many traditions are carried out, such as the bride handing out
gifts at the ceremony and making a bed for the groom to sit on.
The ‘umabo’ is considered particularly significant in Zulu
culture. While a couple may choose to celebrate with a
western wedding as well, they will still have an umabo as this
is the only way that the ancestors will recognise their union.

Hindu Wedding Ceremonies
Astrologists calculate
an auspicious time for the wedding to take place based on
information collated using the bride and groom’s dates of birth
and the positions of the stars and the planets. A ‘sangeet’ (sing
together) is held a few days before the ceremony where
the families celebrate together, and the bride’s family sing
traditional songs to the groom’s family. A mendhi ceremony
is held the day before the wedding, where intricate henna
designs are drawn on the bride’s hands. At the wedding
ceremony itself, the bride will wear red, which signifies the
rising sun, prosperity and fertility. During the ceremony, a fire
burns to witness the wedding. Garlands, signifying that the
couple does wish to get married, are exchanged. Friendship
is considered one of the keystones of a successful marriage
and is honoured at various points in the ceremony. The most
significant moment is the tying of the ‘thali”, a necklace that is
tied around the bride’s neck. It cements the marriage bond and
is the equivalent of exchanging rings in a western wedding.
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Muslim Ceremonies The Muslim wedding ceremony is
a simple one, known as a ‘nikah’. While the service can be
performed anywhere, it is generally preferred that it is done
in a mosque. Facilitated by an ‘imam’, the bride does not
have to be present at the nikah, as long as she can send
two representatives on her behalf. In most Muslim weddings,
men and women remain separate during the ceremony and
reception. Within the marriage, the contract is a document
called a ‘meher’, which is a formal statement detailing the
amount of money that the groom will give to the bride. A
two-part gift, the first is an amount given to the bride before
consummating the marriage. The second part guarantees the
security of the bride within the union. This can take the form
of a monthly amount of money, a property or education. The
Nikah contract is signed by the couple and by two male
witnesses, rendering the marriage legal.
Legal Too often regarded as the death of romance, many
couples dread the thought of having to sign a contract listing
the assets that each one has. It is done begrudgingly, often at
the last moment and more often than not, poorly understood
by all parties. If a contract is signed without being adequately
understood, resentment can start to fester over time. Often,
when the process is explained, people shut down as it seems
too complicated. They don’t want to be discussing a topic
that they perceive as negative. The truth is that a well-written
contract protects the overall health and well-being of your
marriage. As a last resort, it forms a base from which to work
in the event of divorce. But this is certainly not the main aim
of the contract.
www.futurebride.co.za
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Before we get too detailed, a good start is for you and your
fiancée to discuss some key life issues. While these may
seem like awkward topics to discuss, marriage is about
openness and honesty, and the answers to these questions
will undoubtedly guide you in the direction that you need to
go.
In Community of Property ‘In Community of Property’
means that everything is communal. Everything belongs to
both of you equally. All profits are shared equally, and all debts
are split equally. It is important to note that this means that
you will each be involved in each other’s financial decisions
forever. If one of you wants to take a loan for a car, then a
signature from the other partner will be required. If one of you
gets into debt or business fails and the bank decides to recall
their loans, any assets you have (your house, for example)
could be repossessed. This is because your home is a joint
asset. It will not matter whether it was you or your spouse
who got into debt. You will both be responsible for servicing
the debt.
An example of where Community of Property is ideal,
however, is in a situation where one spouse decides to stay
at home with any children or is afflicted by a chronic illness
whereby they are unable to work for several years. Because
all profits are split equally, the stay-at-home spouse is entitled
to half the assets. This means that a mom deciding to bring
up her children is not penalised financially. This law protects
the financially weaker spouse. While they are raising children
or dealing with medical issues, they would quite possibly re-
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enter the workforce in the future at the same level that they
left it. During their years at home, they may not have had an
opportunity to increase their skillset, so would not have kept
up to date with changes in their field.
Ante-Nuptial Contract Also referred to as a pre-nup, this
contract offers more protection to marriages where one spouse
may be running their own business. This contract states that
anything that you own upon entering the marriage remains
yours, and does not now share ownership with your spouse. If
you purchase a new car, you do not require a signature from
your other half. If a business falls into debt, the banks can only
attach the assets that are in that partner’s name. If the house
is in your name and the business is in your spouse’s name,
your home cannot be repossessed in the event of the business
failing. If you have children, you have the assurance that they
will always have a roof over their heads (as long as your job is
stable and you can keep up with the bond repayments).
Ante-nuptial contracts are split up into those that are with
accrual, and those that are without accrual. If you opt for a
straightforward pre-nuptial agreement, accrual will not be
included. This means that anything you build up during your
marriage is yours, including inheritances. You are also solely
responsible for any debts that you incur. An ante-nuptial WITH
accrual means that everything you had when you entered
the marriage is yours, all debts are yours, but all profits are
shared. A pre-nuptial agreement is a particularly important
consideration if one of you has children from a previous
relationship.
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Health & Beauty...
Wedding planning tends to generate an overwhelming
series of to-do lists. Book the photographer, choose a colour
scheme, pick THE dress, choose dresses for the bridesmaids,
look cool, calm and collected throughout...it can feel endless.
In the chaos of appointments and task prioritisation, it can be
easy to overlook the task of looking after oneself.

One of the first lists to set up is one for self-care. The ultimate goal
is to establish a skincare routine that fits into your lifestyle and
is easy to maintain. The ideal time to start a new beauty regime
is six months before your wedding so that your skin has time to
settle into the latest products and regular care. In preparation
for the day on which you will be photographed the most, having
fresh, glowing skin that is not tired should be a priority. Clear
skin also makes the make-up application more comfortable,
and your make-up will last longer.
While regular facials should be part of your outer beauty routine,
it is worth noting that everything happening inside your body
affects how your skin looks. Unhealthy eating will show up
as grey, tired, dull-looking skin. Now is the time to adopt a
balanced meal plan and adopt new lifestyle habits such
as drinking more water. A great way to start is by ensuring
that you have a variety of vegetables of different colours to
accompany each meal. Having a green juice every day will
also make a big difference to your skin, as will avoiding too
much salt, spice and alcohol.  
Being more conscious of what is going into our bodies is the
springboard to becoming more intentional in other aspects of
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our lives. The next step is to start focusing on the amount
of sleep we are getting. Apart from being grumpy after toolittle sleep, a lack of sleep can reduce your stress levels and
regenerate new skin cells and tissue cells. Going to bed an
hour earlier is a small lifestyle change, and while it may require
a bit of discipline at first, will reap big rewards in terms of your
outward appearance and stress levels. If you feel that your
eyes are looking tired and taking strain, look to your fridge
and grocery cupboard for some cheap, easy fixes. Putting
fresh slices of cucumber or cold tea bags on your eyes can
do wonders for puffy eyes caused by late nights, or too much
salt or alcohol.
A quick remedy to brighten skin, tighten large pores and
help dissolve dead skin cells is a mix of sour cream and
strawberries blended - an easy at-home fix with few ingredients
to immediately make you look and feel brighter.
Bridal Nail-Art Trends Every aspect of wedding planning
allows you to add your special touch. The right nail specialist
will be able to match your nail art to your wedding, whether
you want to match your nails to the colour theme, or you prefer
to have lace on your nails to match your lace dress. Thanks
to Instagram, you will not be short of inspiration and choosing
a style is as easy as showing your nail artist a few of your
favourites that you have seen.
The Nail & Hair Guru is divided into four categories:
• Treatments - The salon is a SAAHSP recognised Nail Centre
in South Africa. All treatments are conducted by qualified and
www.futurebride.co.za
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professional Nail Technicians and Therapists while using the
best brands available on the market.
• Training - We offer monthly training courses, which include a
Product Kit, Training Manual and a Certificate on completion.
Courses run between half a day and 6 days in length.
Students are required to arrive at 8:30 or 1:30 for registration
and classes start at 9 am or 2 pm. Depending on the course,
classes will finish at 3 pm, 4 pm or 5 pm.
• Supplies - We supply professional nail and beauty products
to nail technicians, beauty therapists, health salons & spas
and beauty colleges as well as the public. We also supply
salon equipment, furniture (customised to your request) nail
tables, linen, towelling, consumables and much more! We
offer a courier service at an additional cost, with Fastway
Couriers if you are unable to collect any order.
• Hair - We provide all hair services, including cuts and blowwaves, treatments, all colour services (tinting, highlighting,
low lighting) , up styles for all occasions (bridal, matric
dance), Mycro Keratin smoothing treatment. Our highly
qualified hairstylist will provide you with a service for every
need.
Editorial supplied by The Nail & Hair Guru
Your feet If you are planning on wearing open-toed shoes
or even going barefoot, it is time to start paying attention to
one of the areas of our bodies that are most-often ignored: our
feet. If you can’t remember the last time, you had a foot scrub
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or paid any attention to your feet, a manicure the day before
the ceremony is not going to fix dry heels or rough feet. For
the extremely hardened feet, it is a good idea to start some
intense foot therapy three months before the big day. Merely
putting on moisturiser will not solve any problem areas, as you
need to get rid of the old skin so that you can start working on
the new surface.
Start with a proper foot scrub and exfoliate thoroughly, and
plan to follow up with another treatment a few weeks later. In
between the two scrubs, use a pumice stone regularly on the
feet to get them nice and soft. Moisturise regularly, and in a
few weeks, you should have a brand new set of photographready feet to show off. The significant part is that you will also
have perfect feet for your honeymoon, where you may find
yourself barefoot on a beach - with feet that you are proud of
showing off.
Choosing your Make-Up Artist This is an exciting part
of the planning - the trusted person who is going to turn your
wedding look idea into a reality and hide any blemishes and
capitalise on your best features! Have a look at a few bridal
looks before you meet with your make-up artist so that you can
tell her the kind of look and feel that you want. When putting a
look-book together of your reference photographs, try and pick
pictures where the model has similar colouring to you. This
is important as some skin tones can carry off individual looks
better than others, so this exercise will give you a more precise
indication of what looks will work for you. Some brides prefer a
more natural look, while others want a dramatic smokey eye.
www.futurebride.co.za
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Your make-up artist will be able to guide you through all the
options and give advice on which looks will suit you best on
your facial structure and type of wedding.
The critical factor when choosing a make-up artist is to choose
someone that you click with. Your make-up artist should be
a person who has the experience and is confident enough
in their abilities to be able to focus on you in-the-moment.
Your make-up artist needs to be someone who puts you at
ease and sets the tone for how you feel on one of the most
momentous days of your life. By your wedding day, you and
your make-up artist will know each other a little better, and
conversation should flow smoothly.
A make-up trial before your wedding is a must-do. A trial will
give you an opportunity to have a look at your make-up and
ensure that you like the way it is finished. Be honest with her,
as the trial is the time where she can make adjustments and
change your look if necessary. If there are any products that
you are allergic to, mention them before your appointment so
that your make-up artist can plan accordingly.
A lot of brides book a shoot on the day of their trial with
their photographer. Not only is this an opportune moment to
spend more time in front of the camera so that you can get
used to being directed, but it is also a way to see how your
make-up looks in the photographs. Time-wise, your make-up
application may take slightly longer at your trial than it will on
the day while your artist gets a feel for your look and plans
which look to do.
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Be prepared for the fact that the make-up will be applied a
little more heavily than you would typically use yourself. For
photographic purposes, make-up does need to be slightly
more evenly and densely applied to show up nicely. This will
also ensure longer-lasting coverage on the day.
Budget-wise, you will pay for both the trial and the wedding
day itself. Depending on where your venue is situated, you will
also have to pay for transport. If your venue is in a beautiful
setting some distance away, consider booking a make-up
artist that can also do your hair as well. In this way, you can
pay one transport cost for both your hair and your make-up. In
most cases, your make-up artist will be able to do the makeup for your whole bridal party but may have to bring in some
assistants if the bridal party is large.
LungileZ is a make up artist who will give you complete
peace of mind, safe in the knowledge that your make-up
will be flawless. She does make-up and hair services for all
occasions, specialising in:
• Bridal Make-up (also for grooms)
• Photoshoots
• Matric Dance
• Graduations
• Individual and Group Tutorials
Lungile Zuma is a PMB based mobile make-up artist, able
to travel. A qualified beauty and massage therapist with a
passion for make-up.
Editorial supplied by LungileZ
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Bridal Wear...

It’s finally your turn! While it is exciting watching your friends
post their engagements and weddings on various social
media, nothing beats the exhilaration of announcing your
OWN. For western weddings, there are many choices, from
tight, figure-hugging Bond-girl silhouette styles right through
to the traditional ballgown.
TRENDS
The Minimalist Look For an elegant look with no frills
or fuss, many brides are choosing simple dresses with no
details on the dress at all. This means no beading, and no
lace - nothing that can detract from the cut and fit of the dress.
Setting the stage for an overall minimalistic look, this choice
could be strategically chosen to show off a beautiful pair of
chandelier ear-rings or eye-catching hairstyle. A soft, timeless
look that won’t date.
Barely-there
For the more daring bride, an illusionneckline simply isn’t enough. Bridal runways are displaying
dresses with a sheer fabric layer that have a sheer quality with
a fabric layer underneath to keep you covered. This works well
on figure-hugging silhouettes and gives a there-but-not-there
feel. The shiny fabric under the sheer layer just can cover the
essentials and leave your legs on display, or follow through
across the entire dress.
Embellishments Lace, beading and a splash of colour
are still excellent options for your wedding dress. Seed pearls
on your dress will go nicely with a beautiful pair of pearl earrings or necklace. The neckline of a gown is one of its most
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significant features, as this is close to your face and needs
to be accessorised carefully. Scalloped necklines are also
coming back, giving a more feminine, soft look to your dress.
Gloves A classy, elegant add-on, gloves are a great way
to make a statement. Slowly coming into fashion again, they
work well as white complementary accessories to your outfit,
or an accent piece in a splash of colour.
Colour More and more brides are incorporating colour into
their gowns. The reality is that white does not suit everybody
- a bride with a more pale skin tone may find that a singlecolour white is too draining. When one considers that there
will never be more photographs of you than on your wedding
day, it makes sense to choose your dress according to the
colours and shapes that suit you the best. There is no specific
trend towards exactly how much colour should be introduced
in a dress. Shades of champagne or light grey can show
through on a skirt layer if you want. You could opt for the
more fashion-forward trends such as lavender and blue, or
incorporate metallics into the look. Take your look as a whole
into consideration when deciding whether to have a colour in
your dress. In this way, the theme can be carried through in
your accessories and shoes if necessary.
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Capes Depending on the style of your dress, you may
opt to have a cape instead of a veil. For the bride who is
confident that she does not want a veil, a cape can provide
a soft, romantic alternative. The advantage of a cape is that
it does not have to cover your hair, allowing you to show off a
www.futurebride.co.za
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gorgeous hairstyle and still have the impression of a veil on
your dress. A winter wedding may lend itself to having a warm
woollen cape that fits two functions – practicality and beauty.
Veils While capes are a stunning option, veils are still worn
frequently. In the past few years, long veils have become very
popular. Not only do they add elegance and old-school glamour
to the bridal look, but they also look beautiful in photographs.
Long wind-swept veils floating behind the bride create images
that are timeless and breathtaking. A veil is also a touching
‘something borrowed’ from your mom, aunt or friend.
Embroidery
For a personal touch, celebrities have
started to add text to their gowns. This could be a simple ‘I
do’, the names of the bride and groom, or a religious verse.
Depending on the dress, this can run along the waistline or the
outermost edges of the train. It’s a personal touch that will be
a photographic focal point.
The second dress As if making big decisions for one dress
wasn’t enough, many brides are opting to have two dresses one for the ceremony and one for the reception. While it may
seem daunting to have to make so many decisions twice, it
actually may save a lot of stress. Two dresses would have two
different personalities, meaning that what suits your ceremony
dress may not suit your reception dress. If you liked two
styles, you could still have both, without feeling as though you
have to compromise. Having two dresses is also a practical
consideration. The traditional ballgown may be lovely for the
ceremony and creative shoot. Still, a pants suit at the reception
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will give you more freedom to dance up a storm (Yes, pants
suits are going bridal!) and make a fashion statement.
Muslim Wedding Dresses Either bright in colour or soft,
muted tones, the Muslim bride has a wide variety of styles
from which to choose. The dress design can be in the style of
a sharara, a sari or a Western-inspired masterpiece. Across all
the designs, the style is more conservative. Leaning towards a
more modest dress code, the dress is often accompanied by a
‘hijab’- a type headscarf or veil.
The hijab is a significant part of most Muslim bridal dresses,
adding elegance to the overall look. The veil can be plain or
dazzle with embellishments- this all depends on the style of
the rest of the outfit and the bride’s personal preferences.
Hindu Wedding Dresses Hindu weddings are famous
for their bright colours, starting with the bride’s dress. The
bride will usually wear a sari, which is often red, with gold
incorporated into the dress design itself. Fresh flowers are an
integral part of the look and are included in the ceremony in
the form of garlands as well. The bride will have fresh flowers
in her hair.
How to go about booking your appointment Before
your first appointment is booked, page through some bridal
publications with your mom and best friend. It is such a good
way to narrow down the options to the styles you prefer. While
you may like a particular photo, your friends may encourage
you to try something new. While you may know that you would
www.futurebride.co.za
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prefer a long dress, looking at pictures will help you notice
whether you prefer a simple style or more details on the dress.
The choices are vast Before looking at trends and
making appointments consider which body parts you wish
to emphasise. Does your fiance always comment on your
long and toned legs? Consider a dress with a slit. A high-low
design will also work, where the front of the dress has a higher
hemline so that your legs and shoes are on display. If you’re
worried about your arms not being toned enough, consider
either capped or long sleeves.
Your wedding venue and the time of the year should also
be taken into account. A boob tube in the middle of winter
in the Drakensberg may look beautiful in the dressing room,
but leave you cold once the sun has set. If the weather is
a concern, but you cannot settle on another style, look into
hiring an overcoat or shoulder wrap to keep warm.

While you are there, try on a couple of different styles and
see what feels comfortable, and be honest about which parts
of each style appeal to you and which do not. Once you have
decided on a particular style, however, don’t look back.
Deciding on your dress is such a lovely bonding experience
for you and your girls. Your bridesmaids and mom will be able
to bond with each other and with you. You will all be part of
making a decision together. You will have a small group of
people you trust with you, so also be open to their opinions.
Your mom and bridesmaids will have valuable input as well,
even though the final decision is yours. Remember to keep
your entourage at the fittings small so that you can try on the
dresses without feeling claustrophobic. Too many opinions
can also be overwhelming and add stress to what should be
an enjoyable experience.

  

Another consideration is your figure. A bridal consultant will
be able to advise you on which dress style suits your figure
best. Still, you also need to give some thought to the parts of
your body you like to accentuate and which parts you would
prefer to hide.

At your first appointment, keep an open mind. While you may
have a specific style in mind, you may find once the dress is
on that this does not suit you as well as you had hoped. It is
so easy to fall in love with a picture that you have seen of a
dress. Once you are in the fitting room, however, you realise
that your torso is different from that of the model’s, or that you
feel uncomfortable in that particular style.

Your wedding theme will also affect your dress choices. A
beach wedding may call for a more simple and less fussy
dress theme, while an indoor wedding will allow you to have
more dress details and accessories.
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You may decide to make a day of it and go to a couple of
dress shops on one day and have a nice lunch to talk about
the day. Allow about an hour and a half at each shop, and
when planning your appointment times, don’t forget to factor
in travelling time.
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Before booking your appointment, ask if you need to bring
cash with you. Most dress shops charge a nominal fee to try
on a few dresses, and this can sometimes be taken off the
cost of your gown when you order through them.
If you already have an idea of your style (or going to bridal
shops is not for you), have a dress made. For the creative
mind, the thrill of choosing fabrics and watching your whole
vision get knitted together by a professional adds another
level thrill to the planning. You may have a designer in mind,
or a family member may be making your dress. Instead of
looking at dresses, your bridal experience may be the titillation
of feeling different fabrics and holding them against each other
until you find the perfect match.
When you are looking for unusual and distinctive fabrics
for that extra-special occasion, you can be sure to find it
at Minty’s. Choosing a style has never been so easy. We
have sourced fabrics from the world’s capitals, including many
fabrics that have never been seen before in South Africa. Our
fabrics reflect the dynamic pulse of international fashion. We
offer you exquisite bridal wear, contemporary eastern wear,
exotic evening wear and an exclusive selection of daywear
fabrics. Our friendly, professional service and advice set us
apart as the industry leader. We have Durban’s top designer
and dressmakers at hand and a selection beyond compare.
Teamed with specialised personal service, we will assist you
from design, fabric selection & dressmaking to make your
dreams come to reality.
Editorial supplied by Minty’s
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Getting Ready The wedding is one of the most important
life events in a woman’s life.
HO Exclusive offers a wide range of perfect bridal party robes
that come in all sizes. On or before the big day, there is a lot
that happens behind the scenes - moments that are just as
important as the main event, as they form part of the memory
of the special occasion. It gives the bride time to bond with
her bridesmaids and friends while getting ready for her big
day. The laughs and conversations that take place behind
the scene are just as important as those that take place on
the wedding day. While putting on make-up and getting those
gorgeous hairstyles in place, it’s also a moment to bond with
close friends while having a glass or two of bubbly to calm the
nerves. Bridal robes are there to add an extra special touch,
the uniform and unique colours make the bridal party feel
extra special before the ceremony.
What’s unique about HO Exclusive is that they offer robes
for all genders and sizes. They also aim to offer personalised
robes for the Mother of the Bride, Mother of the Groom. Sister
of the Bride. Sister of the Groom Including Flower Girls, Page
Boys. The aim is to make everyone feel special and important .
In the future, we plan to introduce personalised kneeling
cushions, ring cushions, personalised towels and personalised
throws. Robes have always been a feminine thing, typically
catering for the bride and her bridesmaids. HO Exclusive,
however, now offers robes for the Groom and groomsmen. The
aim is to make the day special and memorable while adding a
touch of elegance and harmony.
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• Bridal - We have a specific bridal showroom upstairs which
is an ideal space for any bride and her entourage to select and
choose at their leisure. The first step in creating the gown of
your dreams.
• Evening Wear - A special night out requires unique
eveningwear fabric. To create the perfect outfit for your next
occasion, we have an extensive range of beaded fabrics. The
materials provide choices that will make your creative fashion
ventures limitless in both potential and beauty.
• Evening Dresses - Visit our upstairs boutique to view the
latest collection of imported ready to wear evening dresses.
From the subtle to the extravagant for all occasions.
• Couture - Showcasing the most privileged designer pieces
from across the globe in our designated haute couture
showroom.
• Matric Dances - Come in to experience a celebration of
style, and we will assist you in creating something unique and
exclusive for your matric dance. To top it off we provide a 10%
discount for all matric dance purchases.
• Men’s Suiting - A suit symbolises sophistication and offers
a chance to showcase your personal style. Deciding which
fabric is best when it comes to buying a suit is essential and
first impressions are essential so be bold and be varied.
Editorial supplied by Hleng ‘Okuhle Embroidery
The most important considerations after that are budget and
lead-time. While you may be able to purchase a sample dress
at a reduced rate and make minor alterations, this is the
exception rather than the rule. Usually, the samples are on
display for brides to try on, and your dress will be tailor-made
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to your specifications and size. If you are fortunate enough
to be able to purchase a sample, check it thoroughly, so you
know which areas may need attention once you have bought
it. Because a few brides would have tried the dress on, you
may find that you will need to replace the buttons or fix a zip.
Generally, these are not significant repairs, but rather little
things that you should be aware of.
In the beginning, it is difficult to know what a dress should
cost. Before starting, chat with your friends and get an idea of
how much their dresses cost them. Get a realistic figure that
you can budget for so that you can be upfront with your dress
designer about how much you would like to spend on your
dress. It can be heartbreaking to fall in love with a dress that
is entirely out of your budget and can tarnish your experience
of the planning process.
If you are on a smaller budget, be upfront when you are
in your fittings. Be wary of dress studios that refuse to
discuss price when you ask. If you are particularly opposed
to a particular style, rather be upfront with your bridal store
assistant. Admitting that a specific style is not your first choice
will help the sales assistant help you to find you the perfect
dress. Communication is essential in this case, and you are
not hurting anyone’s feelings by being honest. The goal of
the wedding industry is always to make the bride happy and
looking fantastic.
Apart from the budget, there are other questions to ask when
trying on dresses. While the costs of alterations are generally
www.futurebride.co.za
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excluded from the initial price of the dress, you do need to be
made aware of what can be done with the dresses that you
are trying on. You may find a dress that you love which just
needs a few tweaks. An experienced sales assistant will be
able to advise you on the changes that can be made to each
style of dress. These changes could include lowering the back
or adding sleeves and could add to the production time.
Looking for a dress can be an exhilarating experience. Some
brides walk in and know that the first dress they see is their
dress. For others, the process may have moments of being
exhausting or frustrating. Most dresses have a few sample
sizes, and if you are not that size, you are trying to visualise
how you will look while in a dress that may be too small or held
closed with pegs. Often, these factors seem like tremendous
obstacles - especially when one is tired. Try not to schedule
too many appointments in one day, and take regular breaks.
Stop for lunch somewhere and a cup of coffee between
your morning appointments. Try and relax, taking the time
to chat with your mom and bridal party about what all your
preferences are. If possible, don’t take too many people with
you to the initial appointments, as too many opinions can be
overwhelming. It also keeps the element of surprise alive as
more people will only see you in your dress at the ceremony.
Some ladies know that they want to wear heels or flat shoes to
their wedding, as that is what they know they are comfortable
in. If possible, take the shoes and underwear that you plan
to wear to all your appointments once you have chosen your
dress. This will ensure the best possible fit for you.
www.futurebride.co.za
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Oh So Chic offers a wide range of unique and exquisite bridal
dresses, evening dresses, and flower girl dresses. Our vast
range of dresses also include dresses for the fuller-figured
woman. We also stock suits for men, as well as bridesmaids‘
dresses to buy or to hire. Our range is fit for women and men
who value versatility, style and comfort. We stock the latest
styles and trends, and you are sure to find something to wear,
as we offer a wide range. At Oh So Chic, we pride ourselves in
providing excellent customer service, ensuring that we will not
disappoint you. Looking for that perfect wedding, bridesmaid
or matric ball dress? Look no further than Oh So Chic!
Editorial supplied by Oh So Chic
It is tempting to try and lose weight before one’s wedding.
If this is the plan, that is fine, but do not factor that in when
ordering your dress. You may need to order your dress well
in advance, so instead order the dress for the size you are at
the time of the fitting. A big dress can always be made smaller,
but you cannot make a smaller dress bigger. Closer to the day,
most brides do lose weight as a natural consequence of the
extra running around. Stress and any new exercise regimes
will also contribute to sudden weight-loss but do not rely on
this.
Sindi M Legacy
• Mom lost her job when I was 12 years old.
• Mom then started making clothes to earn a living.
• Mom then taught me to make clothes to supplement the
household income.
• I then taught myself to make garments copying from my
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clothes and magazines.
• My first order was a male linen trouser in 2007
• My second big order was for a bride and a groom’s
traditional wedding, that was my target market from that
moment.
• Sindi M Fashion is an exquisite fashion designer for custom
made African inspired male and female garments.
• I was interviewed live on East Coast Radio by Phat Joe.
• Durban Fashion Fair Mentee 2017
• I had a pop-up shop at the Durban ICC for the Durban
Fashion Fair.
• Mrs Universe 2017 designer for the ethnic look
• Interviewed by The Mercury
• My garments were on Top Billing and Selimathunzi.
• I was profiled by the Pinetown Newspaper.
• Been live on Inanda FM
• Worked with Eyadini Lounge
• Style and dressing our South African actors and radio
personalities
• Style dressing the Soweto TV presenter
• Working on designs for The Royal Hotel
• My garments available for purchase at a shop called
Sunbird, on Dr AB Xuma Street, Durban
• Public speaking at the University of Stellenbosch and The
Westville Prison to motivate and share my journey.
Sindi M Differentiates:
• Unique
• Clear distinction
• Sind M Fashion will up your protocol.
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• Unisex brand
• Sindi M Fashion is a unisex fashionable, metropolitan,
trendy brand
• Inspiration from life experiences, nature, season and
African prints
Values
• Trust means we want to live and work in an environment
where communications are open – where people feel free
to take risks, to share their points of view and to speak the
truth as they see it. Trust people to do the right thing –
and help them to understand the underlying reasoning and
philosophy, and they won’t disappoint.
• Respect helps us to value differences, to appreciate each
person for her or his unique qualities. Through connection,
we help bring out the full potential of each person.
• Humility means we’re not always right – we don’t have all
the answers – and we know it. We’re no less human than
the people who work for us, and we’re not afraid to ask for
help.
• Integrity should be the hallmark of every associate. In
setting and observing the highest ethical standards and
doing the right thing, we fulfil a duty of care, not only to
our representatives and customers in the communities we
serve, but to our colleagues and ourselves.
• Perfectionist
Editorial supplied by Sindi M
Ordering online As online shopping is becoming more
popular, you may find yourself ordering a dress online. Before
www.futurebride.co.za
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clicking ‘add to cart’, ensure that you have checked your
current measurements very carefully against the website’s
size guide. If you are unsure, order your dress one size bigger.
It is cheaper to have alterations done than to order a whole
new dress close to your wedding day. Apart from the added
expense, the extra stress is simply not worth it. If you are
ordering from an online shop that is based overseas, don’t
forget to build in customs duties. This could end up costing
more than the cost of the dress itself. Make sure that you
allow for extra shipping time of at least a few weeks more
than the shop recommends. This may sound extreme, but one
never knows when there will be a shipping delay or a postal
strike. With regards to collecting your dress, try and collect it
as close to your wedding date as you can. That way, you have
less chance of damaging it, and you will have had less time
to look at it, increasing your excitement when you finally get
to put it on.
Travelling with your dress You have your dream dress,
it fits like a dream, and now you just need to get it to the venue
in one piece. It’s probably not something that you would think
about until the day you collect your dress. The good news
is that with a bit of planning, the whole process goes quite
smoothly. Some couples get married far away from where
they live. This is either because they do not work in their
original hometown, or because they have chosen to have a
destination wedding. It makes sense to order the dress in the
city that you are currently living in, as you need to be close by
for fittings. The good news is that wedding dresses do travel
quite well.
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If you are flying with your dress, phone the airline well in
advance and inform them that you will be travelling with a
dress. The airline may have a cupboard on board where you
can hand the dress (in its gown bag) for the duration of the
flight. If this is not the case, find out the dimensions of the
carry-on hand luggage you are allowed and plan accordingly.
Airports are big places, and if we haven’t fallen victim to
someone who has had luggage go missing ourselves, we
know someone who has. Your wedding stress is not something
that can be easily replaced when you reach your destination.
We recommend that you travel with your dress as carry-on
luggage and so not let it out of your sight.
To fold your dress, lay it out on the bed or flat surface, fold the
skirt in from each side so that the dress is the width of your
travel bag. Once this is done, place it in the gown bag and fold
it over up the length - usually, three times should do the trick,
and pack. Do not fold the dress too tightly, and allow some air
to remain between the layers. Keeping the air in the bag will
reduce the number of wrinkles in the fabric. For a long-haul
flight, it is advisable to insert tissue paper between the layers
to further reduce wrinkling.
Phone your resort ahead of time and ask if they have a
steamer or a laundromat nearby that can help you steam your
dress when you arrive. For many venues that specialise in
weddings, you will find that they have a steamer on hand, as
you will not be the first bride with this requirement.
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Men’s Grooming...

Before pulling the razor across your face, dip the blades in
warm water. This will help the pores on your face expand,
allowing the hairs to be removed with less irritation and less
redness. Now is the time to invest in good-quality tools. No
matter how good your shaving technique is, old, blunt razor
blades will cause skin irritation and ingrown hairs.

  

Looking fantastic is not a responsibility that falls only on the
bride’s shoulders. As the modern groom, you can expect to be
photographed almost as much as the bride. It stands to reason,
then, that you should be pampered just as much. Whether
you are sporting a clean-shaven look or have spent months
growing a beard, you will want to ensure that you look your
best on your wedding day.

  

If you have generally been a low-maintenance kind of guy,
starting a new beauty routine is going to take some time to
get used to. Start a few months before the wedding, to give
yourself extra time to get into it. The key to a successful
routine is consistency. Frequently stopping and starting cause
damage to your skin, leading to unsightly breakouts which will
take time to correct.
As you get closer to your wedding day, stick to the products
that you have been using. Trying a new product close to
the day is risky, as sensitive skin may produce a reaction to
certain products.
Face If you prefer the clean-shaven look, you may have
fallen into a tired shaving routine. Give your skin a lift by taking
a bit more time on your shaving routine.
Before you shave your face, prepare your skin. Putting
shaving oil on your skin before you start shaving will help the
razor glide across your face. By using a brush to apply your
shaving cream to your face, you will also make the hairs lift
in an upward direction, which will help to exfoliate your face.
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With all the focus being on your face, don’t forget about your
eyebrows. You do not want to look like you have brought
your two pet caterpillars to the wedding with you. While
plucking your eyebrows may not be something that you have
contemplated previously, a little maintenance may be the order
of the day. Use your tweezers and pluck any loose strands of
hair between your eyebrows. As far as shaping them goes,
try not to pluck above the brows. Don’t make any drastic
changes, and if you feel you need more rigorous shaping, go
to a professional.
Looking your best on your wedding day may require you to
step a little out of your comfort zone. A few days before your
wedding, you may want to go for a facial to get your skin
into the best possible condition. If the thought of going to a
professional for exfoliation is not for you, make an exfoliating
balm at home. We recommend using chickpea flour, baking
soda and milk mixed together in equal quantities. If you have
dry skin, you can also add honey to this mixture.
Start to wear sunscreen daily if you do not do so already. Apart
from protecting your skin, this will stop you from getting burnt
or too tanned. If you really want to maximise on your routine,
www.futurebride.co.za
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find a moisturiser that has a built-in SPF factor, so that you
only have to apply one cream in the morning.

and coffee machine, just in case the groomsmen get bored.
Supplied by Sweeney’s Barbershop

Ensure that you start any new routine at least 90 days before
your wedding to allow time for corrective action if you have an
allergic reaction or find that the routine you have chosen is
time-consuming or too expensive.

Looking after your beard Growing a beard is an
investment of time, maintenance and love. Even if you don’t
fuss over your beard on a day-to-day basis, your wedding
day presents an opportunity to pay a little more attention to
it. There are a variety of products on the market to help with
beard maintenance, such as beard oils, balms and waxes.

And if you need a bit of extra help, consider calling in the
professionals.
Sweeney’s Barbershop, a haven of timeless traditions,
combines modern trends and effortless style. At Sweeney’s,
you can rest easy knowing you are in very experienced hands.
Our passion for our work and dedication to our clients means
you will always leave with a fresh look, be it a complete change
or a clean-up on an old favourite, we have you covered.
Feel like trying something new? With all the grooming
treatments available, you are bound to find a new favourite.
Step in to experience a straight-razor shave and be treated
with all the bells and whistles that come with the closest shave
a man can get. Everyone loves a hot towel experience. Not
interested in completely removing your beard? Then speak to
a barber about a clean-up and some of the many beard and
hair care products available for purchase.
We offer affordable wedding packages to suit your needs. We
can set up at your venue or make it a private visit to our shop,
and the choice is yours. We have a fully stocked whisky bar
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Beard oil is used mainly to condition your beard, and while
it offers some styling benefits, these are not the main aim of
the product. It softens the beard, adds shine and is generally
enough for short beards. Beard wax styles your beard so that
it looks neater and more uniform. Avoiding flyaway hairs is a
task that beard wax is designed for - and it contains beeswax
for extra nutrients. It is best suited for a beard that is about
five inches in length and longer. Beard balm is a hybrid of the
beard oil and beard wax. Being a combination, it gives the
best of both worlds and provides nutrients as well as a strong
styling hold. It is generally better suited to shorter beards.
While you may like the idea of a bit of facial hair, a full-on
beard may not be for you. If this is the case, decide which
beard length you would like in your photographs and plan
accordingly. If you prefer the stubble you have three days
after shaving, plan your wedding preparations around shaving
three days beforehand. Remember, your look does not have
to be set in stone. If your photographer offers a groom’s shoot,
you may decide to have the three-day stubble for that shoot,
www.futurebride.co.za
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and then shave before the ceremony, sporting a clean look for
the rest of the day.
Hands
While you may be a low-maintenance person
generally, it may be worth considering a manicure before
the big day, or at the very least paying some extra attention
to your nails yourself. If your job involves more physical
challenges or manual labour, your hands and nails may not
look as soft as you would like. Clean your nails more regularly
in the lead-up to the big day and consider putting some hand
cream on them every so often. Your hands are going to be
photographed at various points during the day; the most
significant photographic opportunity will be when you place
a ring on your new bride’s hand. Getting your nails shaped
and filed to the same length may push you out of your comfort
zone but is the tiny detail that will be noticed if it is not done.
Hair Your hairstyle on the day is not something to be left to
chance. The best advice is to get your hair cut a few days
before the wedding so that your hair has a chance to settle.
Cutting your hair on the day may sound like a great idea, but
it leaves too much risk. If your barber cuts your hair too short,
you will feel self-conscious with a style that you are not used
to. This also gives you enough time to play with styling options
and settle on a style that you are comfortable with.
Gel and hair wax may be your products of choice for your hair
on a day to day basis, but in the weeks leading up to your
wedding, consider a little hairspray to give your hair a softy
styled look that will last all day.
www.futurebride.co.za

It goes without saying that you shouldn’t try a brand new
product on the day of the wedding. Leave nothing to chance.
You don’t want to look completely different; you want to be a
smarter version of yourself.
Teeth If your teeth are a little discoloured from coffee and red
wine, switch to a tooth-whitening paste a few months before
your wedding. If you need a bit of extra help, schedule a visit to
the dentist and get your teeth cleaned professionally. Ensure
that this appointment is not booked too close to the wedding.
Your teeth may be a bit sensitive after the procedure, so
give yourself a bit of time to recover so that you can enjoy
all the food at the wedding. There are also plenty of at-home
remedies you could try, like putting some baking soda and two
or three drops of lemon juice on your brush and brush for one
minute. The essential factor here is to brush gently, as you do
not want to scrape the enamel off your teeth.
If you have a strict gym routine, keep it up. If you are looking
to bulk up a bit before your wedding, ensure that you try on
your suit when you collect it. Delays will be caused on the day
if your newly-toned thighs are suddenly too big to fit into your
trousers.
Looking your best does not need to be hard work. You will
already know how you prefer to wear your hair, and whether
you will be sporting a beard or not. It’s just about maintenance
and one or two extras such the manicure, and you’re ready
to shine.
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Groomswear...

Traditional black and white suits have been experiencing
some stiff competition in recent times. While the traditional
suit will always have its place, the changing face of weddings indeed, the incredible variety of themes - means that a broader
range of outfits are now having their turn in the sun. As bridal
couples are taking more time to personalise their weddings, it
is a natural step to customise the groom’s outfit as well. The
wedding theme plays an essential role in the groom’s final
look, but even more important is his personality. A groom who
is in a more creative field and wears shorts to work may feel
entirely out of his depth in a tuxedo, for example. A quirky
mix-and-match approach for this type of groom may be the
winning choice.

with the British upper classes as they displayed their tweed
overcoats, sports coats and waistcoats.

Reasons for mixing and matching are both for quirkiness
and practicality. An outfit that is not specifically a suit can
be re-purposed many times in the future. The investment in
a timeless jacket will pay for itself over and over. It can be
worn to smart functions in the future, or toned down and worn
with jeans for a smart-casual look for a company-networking
event. The pants can be worn with a smart collared shirts for a
summer cocktail evening, a great example of how each piece
can be re-purposed, giving your outfit a longer shelf-life.

If tweed is not your thing, there are so many choices that it
is now almost unnecessary to stick to only one style. Men
are getting more and more involved in their choice of attire,
with the result that grooms are moving away from wearing the
same attire as their groomsmen.

The trending buzzword for groom’s attire in 2020 is ‘tweed’. If
this conjures up images of your grandfather’s work suits, you
are on the right track. A timeless classic that has never gone
out of style, tweed is seeing a rise in popularity. Originating
in England, this hardwearing, woollen fabric was designed to
withstand harsh weather. Tweed suits became synonymous
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What makes tweed so appealing apart from its durability is
its flexibility. There is not just one pattern, but rather several
traditional patterns. This ties in perfectly with the current mixand-match, as it presents a few options for the wedding party.
Because the patterns are complementary, the groom could
wear one tweed pattern while his groomsmen are kitted out in
another. Alternatively, each member of the bridal party could
wear a mix of tweed each. This forms an eclectic but cohesive
look - one pattern for the waistcoats, one for the jackets,
another for the pants.

Navy is still a popular colour for weddings, with the orders for
navy suits still remaining quite high. It is a colour that fits in
well for a formal reception, yet can also be accessorised well
to suit an outdoor or daytime wedding.
Whether you opt for a traditional suit, navy or tweed, don’t
be shy about your accessories. A blast of colour in a bow
tie or waistcoat or a patterned tie will always create a point
of interest in your photographs and is an excellent way of
showcasing your individuality. There are also other fabrics
www.futurebride.co.za
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that you can experiment with, such as velvet, to give your look
an extra edge.
Formal suits in bright colours are also starting to trend, such
as emerald greens or bright reds. This is a bold choice, and
while it looks impressive, needs to fit in with the overall tone
and look of the wedding. For those wishing to break the mould
entirely on tradition, this is the way to go.
Whether all the gents have matching outfits or not, the outfits
must have a point of commonality, so that there is a cohesive
look. This can be the same style of outfit, similar colours or
a matching accessory like a tie. In the quest to allow all the
groomsmen to choose their outfits and feel comfortable, don’t
lose sight of the overall look and feel that you want.
Mixing and matching the groom and groomsmen’s outfits
should be a carefully thought out process to ensure continuity
of the look throughout. It does mean a few other decisions
have to be made, but for the reward of having a distinctive
look, it is well worth the effort. Being the groom, you have
free reign on your overall look. Some grooms are opting to
wear pants that are a different colour to their jacket. At the
same time, others are going a step further and are choosing
to have different patterns in their wedding ensemble. This
could mean having stripes on their pants and checks on their
jackets. The only limits on your choices are those of your
wedding style. A formal, 5-star wedding venue may imply
that wearing a structured blazer with beach baggies would
be out of place.
www.futurebride.co.za
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Whatever your final decision regarding the colours and styles
for your wedding, they should not clash with each other, nor
should they detract from the overall look for the wedding. Try
and stick to the wedding colours and incorporate them into
your choice. A different random colour will look out of place
and could clash with the rest of the wedding. If you are unsure,
the old rules still stand the test of time. Darker colours will
be best suited for a wedding that goes into the evening or
one where the reception is held in an upmarket venue. If the
wedding is more casual (or during the day), you can opt for
something a little lighter in colour, such as khaki, or forego
the tie.
While it is essential to dress for your body shape, one of the
most popular wedding styles at the moment is the skinny,
fitted look. While skinny-style pants seem the obvious choice,
don’t forget to carry the look through to your shirt and jacket. A
fitted jacket that is nipped in at the waist will make you appear
more slender, and make your shoulders look a little broader.
If you are hiring your suits for the day, be sure to try them on
when you collect them. Make sure that the shirts fit well and
that any alterations have been done to your satisfaction. One
hour before your ceremony begins is not the time to find out
that your shirts have been mixed up with those from another
order. Mistakes happen, but they can be easily avoided by
spending an extra five minutes checking your order when you
collect your order. If possible, have someone carry a spare shirt
for you. It does not have to be the same style or as expensive.
Once you start dancing, you may begin to sweat and want a
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clean, fresh shirt for the rest of the evening. Someone could
trip and spill their drink on you, causing a stain. As one of the
most photographed people in the room, you’ll want to look
your best at all times.
Style Tips
• The jacket sleeve should line up with the wrist bone so that
the sleeve of the shirt underneath can be seen. This is also
an excellent opportunity to show off your cufflinks.
• Pants should fit perfectly. You should be able to stand up
and sit down comfortably without a seam splitting.
• Shirts should fit well according to your body shape. Loose
shirts are unflattering and won’t photograph well.
• If you are wearing a bow-tie, it should fit around your neck
snugly (but not too tightly). Likewise, it should also not be
too loose and hang, as this will be distracting. If it fits poorly,
it will create a distraction from all the other carefully thoughtout details.
• Your collar should not have bulges in it. Ask one of your
groomsmen to check that no part of the bow tie is visible,
apart from the bow feature in the front.
• Having three buttons on a jacket is a style that works well for
taller men. Grooms that are shorter and want to appear taller
would probably consider a deep V-neck in their jacket. This
will elongate their body, creating the illusion of height.
• If you are opting for a waistcoat, you’ll know that you have
the correct fit when the waistcoat is long enough to cover
your shirt at the front, and it sits just over your belt.
• The ‘V’ of your waistcoat needs to be narrow enough that it
is visible when your jacket is closed.
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In 1990 Debonair Suit Hire was founded with a clear vision
to provide quality suits tailored to perfection, with over 30
years of excellent service we pride ourselves in knowing our
suits are worthy of powerful men. Debonair Suit Hire has
established itself as a leading professional brand in men’s
formal wear. Men can choose from a wide selection of suits,
tuxedos, waistcoats, and a variety of accessories under the
expert guidance of our consultants.
We have the perfect suits for weddings, corporate functions,
matric dances, formal events, etc.…
• Browse our ne collection in-store and pick out the suit or
tuxedo that you envision yourself or someone else wearing.
• We then will take the necessary measurements and tailor
the suit.
• Collect your suit for your special day and return with ease.
Editorial supplied by Deboniar Suit Hire
ﬁ
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Corsages Used as a way of honouring special people at
the wedding, there are no set rules about who gets one and
who does not. Traditionally, members of the bridal party each
wear one, and then parents, step-parents and grandparents.
This can also be extended to the ring bearers and ushers. We
are used to seeing floral corsages, which often match the
bride’s bouquet. In recent years, however, there has been a
rise in non-traditional corsages. It is now not unusual to see
wood boutonnieres or even ones that have been carefully
constructed out of paper.
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Stationery...

A wedding invitation is distinctive. It is generally more prominent
than a standard envelope that contains bills. It is gently opened
with much excitement and anticipation. Once read, it is usually
placed in a prominent position in the guest’s home or office
as a constant reminder. Deciding on your wedding invitations
should be a fun process, where you and your fiance decide
on how best to include your wedding theme into the invitation
designs. You could opt for something simple, such as having
the invitation presented in your wedding colours. You could
take the opportunity to hint at a theme, such as a 70’s-styled
wedding or one with a Harry Potter theme.

sent out 6-8 weeks before the wedding, with a deadline of 2-3
weeks before so that you can confirm your numbers with the
venue and caterers.

What should we include in our stationery order?
Save the Dates: These can be sent out three to four months
before the wedding to give guests a chance to plan around
your big day. The ‘Save the Dates’ can be sent out earlier if
you are having a destination wedding. People may need more
notice to plan budgets if they need to budget for travelling and
accommodation. If you have a wedding website set up, you
can include the address for the site in the ‘Save the Dates’.

Ceremony Programmes: These are handed out at the
wedding to the guests. It tells them who is involved in the bridal
party and the order of service. Extra pages can be added to
include the words if hymns are to be sung at the ceremony.

Invitations: The formal request for your big celebration!
Formal wedding invitations should include the full names of
the bridal couple, and the hosts (if different). Generally, when
you address the invitations, you should include the names of
everyone who is invited, for example, Dr and Mrs Joe Sisulu,
Sarah and Warren. This would indicate that the whole family
is welcome. If the children were not invited, the envelope
would be addressed to Dr and Mrs Joe Sisulu so there would
be no need to write ‘regret no children’. Invitations should be
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Inserts for RSVP’s: If you would like your guests to reply
by mail, include an insert for then to reply via return post
(perhaps include the stamp). On here, they will confirm their
attendance, numbers and dietary requirements (if any).
Envelopes: Ideally, these will also have something on their
design to match the invitation inside.

Seating Plan: This is usually placed at the entrance to the
reception so that guests can see which table number has
been assigned to them.
Place Cards: These are placed at each seat so that guests
can see where they have been seated.
Menu Cards: Two to three are placed on each table.
Thank You Cards: Traditionally, you have a year from your
wedding to send out thank you letters. It’s a lovely way to
acknowledge the thoughtfulness and generosity of each
guest.
www.futurebride.co.za
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Co-ordination & Décor...

Attendants: How many attendants will you have on each side
of the bridal party? You may find that you have an uneven
number of attendants. Will you ask one more person to
participate in the bridal party to attain perfect symmetry? Or
is this something that does not worry either of you? Will you
be paying for their outfits, or will you ask them to contribute?

Some questions to ask when initially planning:

Would you prefer a DJ or a band? Some couples prefer live
music, while others prefer the variety and simplicity that a DJ
can offer. A daytime wedding may lend itself more to a band,
while a late-night party may call more for a DJ. Both could be
an option, but this would depend on the budget.

  

The biggest myth that exists in the wedding industry is that coordination refers only to the running order of events on the
wedding day itself. From the first planning discussions, coordination is where everything starts to come together. This is
where you will finalise your list of suppliers, thereby knowing
how much organisation is required.

Date: You may have a day that holds special significance, such
as the anniversary of the day you met or got engaged. The
important thing with the date is to check if you will be paying a
premium for getting married on specific dates. Christmas day
and New Year’s Eve may be more costly, as suppliers may
charge a premium for these dates. The cost of getting staff
over this period is higher, as their main staff contingent may
be on leave. Temporary staffing solutions will then become
necessary, which will be more costly.
Budget: This is an area that needs to be dealt with the
utmost transparency and honesty. The outcome will determine
if you can get married when you plan to get married, or if you
need to allow for a more prolonged engagement to save up
more money. Without proper communication, relationships
can easily change for the worse over false expectations
and miscommunications. How much can each of you afford
to contribute? Does either of you have savings that you are
comfortable tapping into? Has anyone either side offered to
contribute financially? Without an accurate assessment of the
available finances, your planning process will be stalled.
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Photo/Video: Would you prefer to have both photography
and video to document all the emotions on your big day? Or
just the photography? It is a personal choice, but one you
may both have differing opinions on. It also affects the overall
budget, so it needs to be discussed from the beginning.
Will you hire a wedding planner? This choice depends on
your personalities, careers and distance. Interestingly, when
one considers the amount of time and money a planner
can save you, the budget does not enter the discussion in
any significant way. If you are a more hands-on, naturallyorganised type of bride, you may prefer to do everything
yourself. A demanding career, however, may leave you with
little time to make decisions on all the little details and logistics,
making hiring a planner the logical choice. A destination
wedding may also require the services of a wedding planner.
Trying to organise a wedding from afar without the benefit of
www.futurebride.co.za
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referrals from friends could add unnecessary stress to what is
supposed to be a joyful time.
What does Wedding Planning involve? And what does a
planner do?
Planned correctly, the wedding day itself will run smoothly
with very little stress to anyone. Things can go awry, however,
when significant things are overlooked and then organised at
the last minute.
There are many reasons for booking suppliers at the last
minute. These could be a lack of planning experience or a
naive perception that something is easy to do oneself. There
are various reasons for not booking a supplier at the beginning
of the planning process. The reason could be financial - you
perhaps budgeted incorrectly and underestimated the going
rate for the supplier. A friend may have offered to help with
something - the flowers, for example - and let you down. The
reasons, however, all result in the same outcome: sheer panic.
It has been seen thousands of times before. The week of the
wedding, the bride and groom are frantically running around
trying to ask their neighbour’s 15-year-old nephew to bring his
iPod to the wedding and be the DJ. At the same time, another
friend is roped in to do the flowers. While people are always
willing to help with a wedding, the reality is that you may be
asking them to do things that are beyond their capabilities.
This means that you will have less choice in the finished
product as you will be restricted to what is available, and what
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your friends are practically able to do. In the example of the
15-year-old nephew/DJ, you will certainly save a fortune on
music costs. But you also run the risk of an empty dancefloor,
limited music selection and no microphones.
Professional services offer peace of mind and back-up
plans. Your wedding is a once-off event and is the time to
hire professionals to do your photography, flowers and
entertainment. The costs can be offset with less extravagant
displays and fewer guests. It is worth it to be able to be cool,
calm and collected on the day.
Popular suppliers are often booked up to two years in advance,
(more, in popular months), so book and pay deposits as soon
as you can. If you are worried you may leave it too late, book
a wedding co-ordinator to take these tasks off your hands. Not
only does a planner take a lot of the administrative duties, but
she can also save you money and time in the long run. If your
planner has an idea of your budget, she can put you in touch
with suppliers that are best suited to your style of wedding and
are within your price range.
Lady Bubbles Lady Bubbles is a bespoke luxury event
specialist company that specializes in conceptualizing, coordinating and implementing personalized polished events!
In every event that we do, we represent elegance,
sophistication and style. We pride ourselves in taking out the
stress in planning an event and ensuring that you enjoy every
moment of your joyous occasion. After all, we genuinely believe
www.futurebride.co.za
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that “Life`s moments are worth celebrating. Always”. Our
well-versed specialists work hard to understand your wishes,
envision your dreams and to execute to your satisfaction.
We specialize in event planning and individual event
consultation such that all our events are custom designed,
with your unique ideas and vision in mind, to ensure a perfectly
flawless and memorable event.
When it comes to orchestrating any event, our passion,
coupled with our expertise, is unprecedented. Sophisticated
weddings, themed bridal showers, glamourous baby showers,
birthday celebrations, brand activations for luxury brands
– our unsurpassed personal attention will turn any of your
dreams into a beautiful reality. Regardless of any occasion,
Lady Bubbles believes the process always begins the same
– meet with the client and LISTEN! We dedicate the initial
conversation to truly understanding your vision and priorities
for your event. Every concern, idea and question matters to
us.
The packages we offer are designed so that our clients can
select the offering that suits their particular needs and budget.
Services:
• Individual consultations
• Weddings
• Wedding Day services
• Full-Service Planning
• Life Celebrations
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• Bridal / Baby showers
• Engagement
• Birthday celebrations
• Private dinners
• Anniversary celebration
• Holiday getaways
• Brand Experiences
Our promise to you:
Flawless planning and execution every time! With our
unsurpassed personalized service, attention to detail,
experience and PASSION to each and every event, you
can rely on us for a perfectly orchestrated and memorable
celebration every time!
Editorial supplied by Lady Bubbles
What a planner can do The planner will make the
wedding planning seem seamless. She will already have a
team of trusted suppliers at all budgetary levels that she will
recommend to you. This will leave you with the peace of mind
that your wedding day is under control, and no-one will let
you down. Your wedding planner will be the point of contact
between yourselves and any suppliers that have been booked
through her company, leaving you with fewer people to liaise
with. If necessary, she will be able to explain the various
contracts for you and make negotiations.
Once you have made your budget known to the planner, you
will also need to let her know what your budgetary priorities
are. You may place more importance on the photographer
www.futurebride.co.za
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than the florist, for example. Other couples will consider the
food to be more important than anything else. Each couple
is different, so these priorities must be communicated to the
planner so that she can plan accordingly and understand you
better in the process. Once this is done, she can keep track of
the budget and give you regular updates on which payments
are still due.
A proper planner is someone who will hold your hand for a
longer timeline than the other suppliers. Ideally, she will be
involved right in the beginning right through to the day itself.
Through this, the friendship is formed, giving you one more
layer of trust in one of the most significant events in your lives.
In the case of a short engagement, a lot of big decisions have
to be made in a short period, which typically takes the fun out
of planning. Our advice is to spread your appointments out
if you have the luxury of time, but still try and book all your
major suppliers in the first three months of wedding planning.
With the big decisions out of the way, you and your fiancé can
simply enjoy being blissfully engaged. Increasingly, couples
are turning to co-ordinators and all-in-one venues to take
some of the pressure off their shoulders.
Both all-in-one venues and co-ordinators have a database of
suppliers that they use and trust. Generally, these companies
have a proven track record with the co-ordinator and are
therefore a secure investment. Although it may initially seem
like an added expense, a co-ordinator will be able to save you
both time and money.
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Your co-ordinator will meet with you and get a good idea of your
style, budget and expectations. Armed with that information,
they can put you in touch with the most suitable choice of
suppliers quickly and efficiently rather than leaving it to you. It
gives you a safe, professional sounding board where you can
discuss your feelings about your meetings with your different
suppliers and get great advice. Your co-ordinator will soon
be able to figure out your wedding style and budget. Based
on that, she will be able to direct you to the most suitable
photographer or cake designer.
Your co-ordinator will also be able to help you allocate your
budget and save money where possible. Being familiar with
both the industry and your requirements, the co-ordinator will
be able to make suggestions to help you carry out your perfect
dream wedding with as little financial burden possible.
Budget Initially drawing up a budget can be daunting, so we
have put together a guideline to get you started:
Ceremony & Reception (including food, décor, tables) – 40%;
Flowers -8%; Attire – 8%; Music and entertainment – 10%;
Photography and video – 12%; Invitations – 3%; Gifts – 3%;
Wedding co-ordinator- 7%; Service Charges – 3%; Extras - 6%
The ‘Extras’ section covers alterations to outfits and unforeseen
expenses such as having to rush out and buy umbrellas on
the morning of the wedding due to rain. Please note that the
service charges for your venue do not fall under the ‘Extras’
section. In this country, waiters and kitchen staff are tipped, and
www.futurebride.co.za
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you will find it in most venue contracts. It is quoted separately
to the cost of food per head. As such, it needs to be budgeted
for and cannot be considered ‘unforeseen’. We have allocated
3% of the total reception budget as it would be a percentage
of the food bill, not including the cost of décor hire and cutlery.
If you have a co-ordinator and you have decided on your
photographer, venue and make-up artist, the dream can start
to come together. You can look at trends, determine what you
do and do not like and tell your décor company or co-ordinator
where your tastes lie.
As far as your décor goes, there is a definite trend to make
your wedding unique. One of the big words in the wedding
industry at the moment is ‘texture’. Think of transforming a
boring white tablecloth into a talking point by adding lace or
beads to it. Have little baubles hanging off or fray the edges
a bit. Alternatively, you can keep the tablecloth plain and
choose to make the table runners edgier. This is a point of
difference that your wedding can boast as your finish and
choice of colours will be specific to your theme. Still keeping
with textures, photographic backdrops are incorporating
textures as well. While flower walls have been around for a
while, we are now looking to other materials such as wood.
Setting up scenes for group photographs is something that
can incorporate your décor and theme.
Recently, couples have started to choose décor to use it again
in their homes, instead of for single use only. Sparklers are
beautiful and give lovely warm photographs. Their popularity,
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however, is one of the things that is seeing them fade out. It
is a trend that has been done again and again, and couples
are now looking towards the next big thing that can make their
wedding stand out. Weddings overseas are incorporating
neon signs with the couple’s names. Not only does this add
bright colours to the reception, but they are a lovely keepsake
for the couple’s new home - possibly in the pub or bar area. It
also keeps in the theme of bright, bold colours and certainly
makes a statement. Not only does it conjure up memories
from the seventies for those who are into retro themes, but it
also creates a focal point for photographs.
Once the colour scheme is set and you have decided how
you are going to incorporate it through all the aspects of your
day, you need to source décor items. Many décor companies
specialise in weddings and hire out individual decor items.
Alternatively, you can collect the various décor items yourself
and set up your wedding venue. If you are setting up your
own wedding venue, build in more time than you think you
need to set up. Chat to the venue co-ordinator and see when
you are allowed to start setting up and don’t be afraid to ask
for help. You carry more risk if you hire the items, as you
will be transporting them yourself. Someone will have to be
responsible for counting things on both arrival and departure.
Breakages will have to be taken into account.
Décor takes a lot of planning, and your photographer will
want to take some great photographs of the venue. Time on
the wedding day is pressurised, between the groom’s shoot,
bridal shoot, ceremony, creative shoot and reception. If you
www.futurebride.co.za
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do want beautiful décor shots for your wedding album, you
need to ensure that your décor and flowers are entirely set up
well before the ceremony. After all the hard work and expense,
it would be a shame to have photographs with one beautiful
table in the foreground with boxes and unfinished tables in the
background.
Co-ordination does not only reference the order of events
on the day. It is the entire planning process, right down to
choosing your wedding date. If you have a lot of overseas
guests, it may simply be the time of the year that flights are
the most economical for them to travel here. Whatever your
reasons behind your date, make sure you also check that your
venue is easily accessible at that time of the year.
In peak season in holiday towns, certain roads may be blocked
due to the high volumes of cars and people that are now in the
area. In Durban, for example, beach roads are routinely closed
off over peak seasons. If you are aware of this in advance,
you will have enough time to organise access permits for all
your guests to enter the area with no problems. Alternatively,
you may decide to book a central parking area outside of the
restricted zone and bus your guests in and out. In this way,
you only have to organise one access permit for your guests.
A wedding in the peak holiday season on a seaside town may
encounter delays on the day due to traffic.
Co-ordinating your family photographs is another
consideration. Write a list of who needs to be in each family
photograph. This is particularly important in the case of large
www.futurebride.co.za

families or blended families. Give one copy of the list to your
photographer so that they know how many photographs
are required and can allocate the correct amount of time
to that section of the wedding. Make sure that you give a
copy of the list to one person such as your MC or a relative
who knows everyone, who can call the family members, as
they are required. This frees your photographer to take the
photographs and saves time on the day.
Co-ordination does not only refer to time-management on the
day. It also encompasses the extra tasks of planning for more
than just the wedding. An outdoor wedding will necessitate
having rain and wind plans. Most venues will be able to help
with alternative arrangements. Ask the potential site what their
back-up plan is and if there are any extra costs associated
with bringing the ceremony and reception indoors. Movement
of the chairs may cause a delay in your timeline on the day
which you need to prepare for. In South Africa, an electricity
plan is also a necessity. A lot of venues do have generators
available for a small extra charge. If you are setting up a
venue at home, for example, you may have to take on that
responsibility yourself.
Other unexpected eventualities that can be ‘planned’ for are
wardrobe malfunctions and accidents. A flower girl could trip
and scrape her knee, and a distracted bridesmaid could stick
her heel through her dress. Have someone on hand to carry a
small bag with plasters, a needle and cotton, some water and
any medication that the bride may be on.
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THE PERFECT VENUE FOR
YOUR UNFORGETTABLE WEDDING DAY

MOUNT EDGECOMBE
COUNTRY CLUB ES

Our picturesque surroundings easily transform your special day into a real life fairy-tale.
Two unique golf courses, designed around a natural habitat of indigenous trees and exotic gardens, provide the backdrop to a
lifestyle of unparalleled luxury and security. Tucked away in the rolling hills of KwaZulu-Natal, just inland of Umhlanga,
Mount Edgecombe Country Club, without a doubt, has world-class facilities with the ability to cater for varying number of guests
in our different function rooms.

Our very professional and proficient Functions and Banqueting Team offer outstanding service and mouth-watering cuisine,
accommodating varied meal preferences and requirements, and ensure that the highest quality and standards are met for your
special day. You can meet with our very talented Functions Co-ordinator, Leanne Goosen, and create your own personalised menu.

Please make an appointment with Leanne, and she will personally show you around - we have three gorgeous venues available for
weddings and can cater from 40 up to 250 guests. With no venue hire, you can spoil yourself with an extra-long honeymoon!
All-inclusive 2020 Wedding Packages available from R520 per person (venue and menu included).
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laIGFISHER BAR &WEAVER'S NESTRCOMB
TEL 031 539 5330 I FAX 086 693 7956 I Gate 2, Golf Course Drive, Mount Edgecombe, KZN
E-MAIL functions@mountedgecombe.com I WEBSITE www.mountedgecombe.com
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Venues & Reception...
Choosing a Venue Your cell phone is probably going to
become your best friend in the quest to find the most suitable
venue. Looking at wedding venues one after the other can
easily lead to an overload of information, and it is only natural
to find yourselves forgetting which venue offered what. The
best advice that we can offer is to take a photo at the gate
of each place as you arrive and another one as you leave.
You will know when scrolling through afterwards that all the
pictures taken between the first gate photo and the last gate
photo pertain to that specific venue. Also, have an idea of
whether you would prefer a beach venue, a mountain setting
or a hotel, and modify your search accordingly.

Palm Dune Beach Lodge
Palm Dune Beach Lodge is situated just forty minutes north of
Durban on a secluded beach known as Blythedale. A Lodge of
this nature is a rare find on the sought after Dolphin Coast of
KwaZulu-Natal and is within easy reach of the major cities and
towns of Durban, Richards Bay and Pietermaritzburg. Being
right on the beach and adjacent to a nature reserve makes the
venue highly versatile.
The Lodge boasts 40 en-suite air-conditioned rooms, two
superbly appointed conference facilities, a swimming pool,
a fully catered and serviced dining room, bar and deck
overlooking the sea. The atmosphere is comfortable and
relaxed with service to rooms, to the beach or in the lounge,
bar or pool area. The kitchen serves a wide variety of cuisine,
from traditional South African favourites to our mouth-watering
seafood extravaganza.
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The Lodge is situated right on the beach and between two
estuaries, creating a beautifully protected bay from where
ocean safari excursions are launched. For the golfer, Palm
Dune is central to six top-class courses within a 25-kilometre
radius, with a host of other activities that can be conducted at
or in the immediate environs of the Lodge.
Your dream for a beach wedding, with your toes in the sand, is
a reality at Palm Dune. With the Gazebo set up on the beach,
chairs with white chair covers, as well as the table for signing
the register. Contingency plans are in place for all weather
conditions. Two superb indoor venues seating up to 90 or 150
guests, Outdoor reception options are also available. Request
more information from our team for these options. Our inhouse DJ is included for both the ceremony and reception.
The region is blessed with an all-round summer, which places
no limits on timing.
Should you require any further information, please do not
hesitate to contact me.
Editorial supplied by Palm Dune Beach Lodge
Take pictures of both the things you like as well as the things
that you dislike. When discussing details later, you and your
fiance will be reminded of the aspects that stood out to you
and sold you on the venue, and which ones were the dealbreakers. You may not have realised that you would like a
bonfire at your wedding venue until one of the venues shows
you their fire pit.
www.futurebride.co.za
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or email: wcs.banqueting@suninternational.com
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Embark on your new journey by letting your vision take flight in the serene
ambiance of our lush lawns and beautiful golf course.
At Kloof Country Club, we have an array of designated areas for you to utilize and
each location has its own individual character which will create a truly exquisite
setting suited to the style and personality of our unique bridal couples. We offer
a choice of various stunning outdoor ceremony venues and two well-appointed
reception venues that will ensure your wedding day will be as unique as you are.
You have the choice of our fully inclusive wedding package or we can assist you
with a personalised package to suit your particular needs.
Our in-house Wedding Co-ordinator is at your service and she will ensure your
day is spectacular in every way and because we know that your wedding will be
one of the most important occasions in your lifetime, Kloof Country Club's team
of professional staff are dedicated to ensuring that your day is exceptional in
every way, not only for you but your guests as well.
Contact us today and let's start planning your

HAPPILY EVER AFTER!

www.kloofcc.co.za I Functions@kloofcc.co.za I 26 Victory Road, Kloof 1 031 764 0555
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While the venue is important, the people at the venue are
sometimes more critical. Having a great bond with the venue
co-ordinator can give you so much peace of mind. They
know the venue intimately and can offer excellent advice and
practical suggestions. Looking at a large, open space can be
an overwhelming prospect until someone can break it down
and help you visualise where the bar will be situated and
where the dance floor will be. Having an on-site person that
you can have complete trust in can make both the planning
and the wedding day run more smoothly.

with shark safety gear owned and maintained by the KZNSB.
The organisation positions itself as “The Only Organisation
of Its Kind in the World”. The organisation has achieved
distinguished accomplishments in its existence, defining the
organisation’s successes towards achieving its mission.

Once you have decided that you are ready to look at venues,
try and keep your scouting party small. While it may be
tempting to involve both sets of parents and the entire bridal
party, the reality is that too many opinions will confuse you
and make you feel insecure about all your other decisions
going forward in the planning. You and your fiancé need to
feel as though you can relate to the venue first and foremost.
If possible, schedule your venue appointments for one day so
that the two of you (and perhaps one or two people you trust)
can travel around easily in one car. You can always come back
to the venue that you have settled on again at a later stage.

The venue offers a versatile auditorium of 19m x 19m that can
accommodate:
• Reception/party seating: Minimum 160 guests and a
maximum of 300 guests
• Presentations: Seating cinema-style up to 300 people.

The KwaZulu-Natal Sharks Board offers a versatile venue
for all types of weddings and functions. The KwaZulu-Natal
Sharks Board Maritime Centre of Excellence (KZNSB)
(MCoE) was established in 1964 and strives to be a leader
in environmentally sensitive protection of bathers against
sharks and capacity building in the maritime sector. KZNSB
safeguards 37 beaches on the KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) coastline
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The KwaZulu-Natal Sharks Board Maritime Centre of
Excellence is in the affluent residential, commercial and resort
town of Umhlanga in the north of Durban. This venue is not
too far from the King Shaka International Airport.

The hall hire comes standard with:
Exclusive use of the venue inside and an exquisite outside
location to consider for use at no extra costs; armless chairs;
tables; kitchen; secure parking; cleaning staff; security. We
are ideally situated close to the freeway, with access to and
from the N2 and M4.
The entity is a world-renowned educational centre which
provides educational entertainment for visitors, both
international and local. Dynamic audio-visual shows and
dissection of sharks are both educational and entertaining.
There are also boat trips to venture out to sea to watch
the shark safety gear off Durban’s Golden Mile. Boat trips
www.futurebride.co.za
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Adding tangible magic to your special occasion

reservations@bayala.co.za
www.bayala.co.za
Photo: Chantelle Melzer Photography I www.chantellemelzer.com
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KwaZulu Natal, South Africa
t, +27(0) 35 562 0498
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lasting for an estimated two hours, leave Wilson’s Wharf at
06:30 and they include opportunistic viewing of marine life
including seabirds and get to see the beautiful, magnificent
Moses Mabhida Stadium. The public and visitors can enjoy
an informative walkabout at the KZNSB’s renowned Shark
Museum that is home to a variety of lifelike replicas of sharks,
including an 892kg Great White Shark as well as other marine
animals.
Furthermore, KZNSB undertakes awareness programmes
in bather safety and presenting it to the public, through boat
tours, static display areas on-site, outreach programmes,
website, external exhibitions/displays, social media, radio
interviews, publications and advertisements. The KZNSB
also has a research development and planning division that
is responsible for researching the biology of sharks and other
marine animals. KZNSB Scientist are actively involved in many
spheres of shark and dolphin research, including maintaining
the South African section of the International Shark Attack
File and funding alternative methods of protecting bathers. Indepth research that has produced vital insight is conducted
into shark behaviour, feeding and breeding.
Do contact us for booking your next event to be hosted in the
KZNSB auditorium; we are conveniently located next to the
picturesque Chris Sanders Park next to the famous Gateway
Shopping Mall to take your beautiful and memorable pictures,
and the beach is a walkable distance away should you prefer
to take photos at the beach.
Editorial supplied by the KZN Sharks Board
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Number of Guests Before you do anything, think about
the number of guests that you would like to have at your
wedding. Be realistic about who will and who won’t be able to
attend. You may have a lot of relatives in another country, but
not all of them will be able to travel. As a guideline, 10-15%
of the guests that you invite won’t be able to attend. Having
an idea of the number of guests you are expecting will help
you to know which venues you should be looking at. If you
are having a small, intimate wedding with 30 guests, this will
narrow down your search significantly.
Theme You and your fiancé may decide that you would like
a particular look for your wedding, or perhaps a theme. This
will have a significant influence over your decision, as not all
venues lend themselves to a theme. A ballroom-dress would
not suit a beach wedding, and a seventies-themed wedding
would be out of place in an industrial barn setting.
Budget Without a doubt, your budget is probably the most
crucial consideration. If they are comfortable with it, chat to
friends who have recently tied the knot and get an idea of their
costs. Don’t be disheartened if the figures sound higher than
you originally anticipated. Until you are planning a wedding,
it is difficult to anticipate all of the potential costs. If you do
find yourselves booking a venue with a slightly higher venue
fee, remember that you can potentially offset some of this cost
by making some of your décor items yourself, hiring them or
purchasing second-hand. A browse through your local social
media sites will prove to be an Aladdin’s cave of half-price
décor gems that have only been used once. Don’t rely on
www.futurebride.co.za

THE PANES
Wedding & Conference Village

AFFORDABLE WE CAN CATER
PACKAGES TO FOR UP TO
SUIT YOUR POCKET 500 PEOPLE
YOUR ONE STOP DESTINATION
• Venue • Decor • Catering
• Flowers • Cake • DJ and Sound
• Photographer and Videographer

VENUES AVAILABLE
Main Hall - Up to 450 people
Chapel
Up to 150 people
Thatchers - Up to 200 people
Die Kraal - Up to 30 people
Tree Tops - Up to 300 people
Follow us on In @

EN
CHAMPGROUP

Tel: 034 318 1888 I www.thepines.co.za

www.futurebride.co.za
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this, however. In the heat of the moment, it is easy to commit
to making something to save costs and secure your dream
venue. The reality is that you can only try and make your items
if you have great support in terms of friends who can help, and
it is the type of thing you can do. If you are not at all creative
and you want to have origami swans at each place setting,
perhaps leave that to the professionals and work it into your
budget. Remember that a budget does not have to be limiting
if it is realistic. Be honest about how much you are prepared
to spend on the venue, the flowers and the décor combined.
Don’t forget to account for tips and service fees for the staff
working at the reception.

designed around a natural habitat of indigenous trees
and exotic gardens, provide the backdrop to a lifestyle of
unparalleled luxury and security. Tucked away in the rolling
hills of KwaZulu Natal, just inland of Umhlanga, Mount
Edgecombe Country Club, without a doubt, has world-class
facilities. We offer the ability to cater for varying numbers of
guests in our different function rooms. Our very professional
and proficient Functions and Banqueting Team provides
outstanding service and mouth-watering cuisine. Varied
meal preferences and requirements can be accommodated,
ensuring that the highest quality and standards are met
for your special day. You can meet with our very talented
Functions Co-ordinator, Leanne Goosen, and create your
own personalised menu. Please make an appointment with
Leanne, and she will personally show you around. In essence,
we have three gorgeous venues available for Weddings and
can cater up to 250 guests. For weddings with less than 120
guests, we can even accommodate your ceremony on our
deck overlooking our Golf Course.
  

Phone venues, and draw up lists of what features you have
to have at your venue compared to the ones that you can
do without. A dance floor and extra lighting may not be
requirements for a morning wedding, for example, but would
have to be available for an evening reception.

MT.EDGECOMBE COUNTRY CLUB

Once you have decided on your budget, you need to be
strong and stick to it. It is so easy to go to a bridal fair and be
romanced into buying an extra detail for each of your place
settings, but these could be the extras that compromise your
cash flow further down the line.
Many venues, such as the Mount Edgecombe Country
Club, offer a number of venues which will suit differing guest
numbers. The perfect venue for your unforgettable Wedding
Day! Our picturesque surroundings easily transform your
special day into a real-life fairytale. Two unique golf courses,
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• KINGFISHER BAR: This venue has a gorgeous dark-wood
bar and flows onto our deck which overlooks our Golf Course.
It is ideal for weddings between 40 and 60 guests.
• WEAVER’S NEST: This is a smaller and more intimate venue
that can cater for weddings from 40 to 60 guests. It also has a
deck with stunning views of our Golf Course.
• KINGFISHER BAR & WEAVER’S NEST COMBINED:
There is a concertina door that separates these two rooms.
Combined, we can cater for up to 120 guests.
• SANDPIPER ROOM: With its vast size, it is an ideal venue
www.futurebride.co.za

KWAZULU-NATAL

SHARKS BOARD

Maritime Centre of Excellence

The only organisation of its kind in the world

Up on the Umhlanga Ridge, yet
ideally close to the freeway, this
versatile venue caters for all
weddings and functions.
You will have full use of both our
outside and inside locations at no
extra cost.
Included in the venue hire are:
• Armless chairs
• Tables
• Use of kitchen
• Secure parking
• Cleaning staff
• Security
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Venue hire bookings:
031 566 0400
1A Herrwood Drive
Umhlanga Rocks 4319
sithembele@shark.co.za
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for weddings with up to 250 guests. It was renovated and now
boasts hanging lights, mirrors and grey carpets, making it
simply magical.
Ask for pricelists from the venues, as most have basic
packages that they release, and then you can customise your
package from there. This will give you a good indication of
what a realistic budget should be. Remember that your budget
for your reception should not be more than 50% of your overall
wedding budget, and this includes table hire, service charges
and décor.
Editorial supplied by Mount Edgecombe Country Club

INDABA HOTEL

as you run out of light. If you are worried about this possibility,
consider having your ceremony a little earlier just to have
the peace of mind that you have enough time and light for
everything.
The Pines Wedding and Conference Village is your only
stop when you are getting married, hosting a conference or
want to spend some time with family, friends or colleagues.
The Pines Village can cater for groups as small as ten people
to 500 people.

Date If you have chosen a popular date, such as new
year’s eve or a public holiday, double-check that there is not
an extra charge to cover staff overtime on that day. Other
considerations are that guests travelling in from overseas may
have to book more expensive flights to attend your wedding.
Booking a wedding over a peak season may also mean higher
accommodation rates in hotels.

The Pines is a one-stop Venue for all your needs. The Pines
Village has a wedding coordinator who can assist you from
the moment you decide on your colour and theme up to the
dessert. As an additional extra, there is also an onsite designer
who can assist you with your invitations. The Village has a
resident photographer who can help with all your photography
needs. The resident florist will ensure that all your flowers are
fresh on your wedding day. The Pines décor team will make
sure they colour the clouds for you on your special day.

All-in-One Venues If you have a lot of guests travelling
in from out of town for your big day, it may be easier to have
everything in one place. Once your out of town guests have
found the venue, they can relax rather than worrying about
trying to find the next location. If, however, you have a church
that you would prefer to get married in, your reception venue
will need to be relatively close to your church. Having a great
distance between the two venues may mean that with the
added driving time, your creative shoot ends up being rushed

Conferences are a speciality for The Pines Village. The
team will ensure that your conference or event is taken
care of all detail. We believe in walking the extra mile for
your conference or event. From the pen to the mid-morning
canapes up to the sound, screen and projector! The Pines
village has an industrial kitchen where the chefs prepare the
most scrumptious delicious meals, canapes or special meals
from your menu. The staff can prepare food for up to 500
people at once.
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INDABA HOTEL, SPA & CONFERENCE CENTRE
15KM FROM SANDTON... A MILLION MILES AWAY
The Indaba is an exquisitely charming hotel located just outside of the bustling city of Johannesburg. Arriving at this hotel
you will feel as though you've been transported to another world entirely. The luscious gardens, excellent service and
romantic ambiance make it one of the most sought after wedding venues in Gauteng.
Set on 17 hectares of established gardens incorporating two gorgeous dams, wooden decks and avenues of trees to
capture that perfect memory, and located within 15km of Sandton for easy convenience. The Indaba Hotel boasts
numerous wedding reception venues ranging from small and intimate to our larger fairytale banquet style halls, ensuring
that each couple finds the perfect "fit" to celebrate their special day.
Outdoor wedding gazebos overlooking the beautiful dams or rose gardens are ideal for Garden Wedding ceremonies
and a Chapel which is ideal for the more traditional couple - the perfect place to say "I DO".
With a dedicated wedding co-ordinator and a team with years of experience, your wedding day will be stress free. An
Indaba wedding will ensure that the wedding of your dreams, becomes reality.
Take a wander through the lush bushveld gardens and you'll find the Mowana Spa - a wellness sanctuary which will revive
your senses, rejuvenate your body and soothe your soul in preparation for your big day. Enjoy the luxurious
accommodations and facilities on offer and have fun preparing for the big day while our team take care of everything.
Say "I do" on our rolling lawns; enjoy an elegant reception with family and friends and end your special day by retiring to
your complimentary honeymoon suite.

THE PERFECT PLACE TO SAY "I DO"

INDABA HOTEL, SPA Et CONFERENCE CENTRE
C/O WILLIAM NICOL DRIVE Et PIETER WENNING ROAD, FOURWAYS
Phone: +27 11 840 6656 I Email: events@indabahotel.co.za I Website: www.indabahotel.co.za

HOTEL, SPA & CONFERENCE CENTRE
FOURWAYS JOHANNESBURG
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You can choose between the following options:
Main Hall that can host up to 350 people with round tables,
Breakfast Room up to 150 people,
Thatchers up to 200 people, and
Tree Tops up to 200 people and
The Garden can host up to 150 people.
The property feels like a small farm but inside a city. The
tranquil gardens and trees make this venue very unique to
any other venue.
The Pines Wedding and Conference Village have a 3-star
Tourism Grading Certification. One thing is for sure you know
that the Venue and its offerings are on standard with the SA
Tourism Council. The wedding/events coordinators at The
Pines Village will take care of your event in detail.
Christo van der Vyver and Johan Pieters, the owners, took
over The Pines Wedding and Conference Village 3 years
ago. They have changed the look, feel and presentation of
The Pines Wedding and Conference Village in this few years
to one of the most reckoned Venues in Newcastle. However,
The Pines Wedding and Conference Village has become the
Number one venue to share memories. The Pines Wedding
and Conference Village is part of the Champ Group of
Companies, that will give the group the edge to offer more
services and products in the new future.
They have a unique pub called Needles, where Good People
meet for Good Times. The pub is open seven days a week
up until late in the evening. Their Tree Tops Pub has become
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the pub of choice for the younger crowds of Newcastle and
operates on Fridays and Saturdays from 8 pm until 2 am.
These two establishments are unfounded gems in Newcastle.
Needles Pub is a sports bar and offers meals during the day.
Tree Tops is a place to hang-out with your friends and discuss
the week’s ups and downs.
So, do as little or as much as you want, have fun and let us
carry the stress and cover the details. Let us help you make
memories...
Editorial supplied by The Pines Wedding & Conference Village
Extra Costs Ensure that you are very clear what your
venue contract includes and what the costs are for anything
extra. If you have a few last-minute RSVP’s, you may find
that another staff member will be required to look after your
guests and ensure less traffic at the bar. As a guideline, one
bartender per 50 guests will keep the queues to a minimum.
If you decide to party until the early hours of the morning, find
out what the additional hourly charge is to keep the venue
open for longer.
Venue Restrictions Some venues pride themselves
on having a particular look. This means that they may have
restrictions on what colours you can use in your wedding
flowers and décor. Other venues may be specific about
whether the use of sparklers are permitted or not, in which
case you may need to make an alternative plan such as glow
sticks. Due to environmental concerns, many venues are
clamping down on the trend of releasing lanterns into the sky
www.futurebride.co.za
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Weddings
Woodpecker Inn offers:
• Gazebo for Garden Weddings • "Chapel" for rainy days
• Reception Venue for up to 200 Guests • Full Catering • Centre pieces
• DJ, sound, smoke, bubbles and lighting • Cash bar • Wedding Cakes • Two Honeymoon Suites

Conferencing/Banqueting
Cardinal Conference Room: Max seating: 120 Cinema style, 70 U Shape, 40 Classroom style
Knysna Banqueting Room: Max seating: 300+ Cinema style, 200 Long tables, 160 Round tables

Tel: 035 786 1230 • Fax: 035 786 0558
Email: bookings@woodpeckerinn.co.za • Web: www.woodpeckerinn.co.za
Cnr of Nkoninga & Pelican Parade, Birdswood, Richards Bay 3901, South Africa
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at wedding receptions. If any of these suggestions sound like
something you may be planning, make sure you are very clear
on the venue’s stance on this.
There may also be restrictions on your vendors, such as a
noise allowance for your DJ, or your photographer may only
be allowed access to particular areas.
Catering If you have a caterer that you have your heart set
on, you will need to look for a venue that allows for outside
caterers to supply food at the venue. Some venues do allow
outside caterers, while others will only allow you to use their
chef and kitchen staff. Although the venue may want to cater
for your main meal, they may allow you to have food carts
and gin bars during the break between your ceremony and
reception. If you are incorporating a gin bar into your wedding,
check if corkage fees apply.
Special Requirements Some of your guests may require
access for a wheelchair or a pram. If you are inviting children
to your wedding, it may be worth having a room close by with
some babysitters. You may need to have a room available
close to the reception room for tired children to go.
Back-Up Plans If you are having an outdoor ceremony, is
there a rain plan in place? If there is load-shedding, do they
have a generator in place?
Pulling the whole vision together When making
all of these decisions, it is only natural to question yourself
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and wonder how the final result is going to look. If you live
close to the venue, pack a picnic basket and go and visit your
venue two weeks before the big day at the same time that
you will be having your ceremony. Sit on your picnic blanket
and experience your venue. The wedding day will go past so
quickly, so you will be giving yourselves even more memories
of the venue, as well as some special time together.
Have a look at where the light is, how windy it is and try and
envisage how your guests will experience your day. Without
any pressure, you will be able to see where the two of you will
be standing and where the guests are sitting. It is an excellent
opportunity to make sure that you have enough shade and
that the sun’s rays won’t be in anyone’s eyes.
Salt Rock Hotel is a venue that has many options (and
back-up plans). Not only do they specialize in the full evening
wedding experience, but they also have packages for daytime
weddings.
Celebrate your big day in tropical, beach resort surrounds.
The ideal romantic setting, delicious fare and friendly service
will ensure a happy, memorable day for you and your guests.
We offer a variety of options and venues, and our banqueting
team are on-site to assist you in planning the wedding of your
dreams.
We boast a few venues, giving you flexibility:
• Sails wedding venue - Our Sails wedding venue boasts
magnificent vistas of palm trees and aqua blue seas. The
www.futurebride.co.za
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large mirrors adorning the walls reflect this magical scene and
surround guests in the most beautiful tropical setting.
• Marquee wedding venue - We do offer the option of weddings
on the grassed gardens adjacent to the beach catering for
small to large groups.
• The Ballroom Wedding Venue
Editorial supplied by Salt Rock Hotel
TYPES OF VENUES
Marquees and Glass Tents This gives you great flexibility
over where you have your wedding. A marquee is essentially
a blank canvas for your wedding. Once erected, the white or
cream marquees can be draped in any way you want, and be
transformed into your dream wedding experience.
The glass marquee is seeing a considerable rise in
popularity. If you are having a destination wedding in beautiful
surroundings, it makes sense to allow your guests to enjoy
that destination experience across all the aspects of your
wedding. A glass marquee can be set up in a game reserve, or
atop a mountain, meaning that once you enter the reception,
the guests can still smell the unique bush air and admire the
beautiful surroundings. The reality is that often once the guests
enter the reception hall, they are enclosed behind four walls
and could be anywhere - glass marquee allows everyone to
feel ‘outside’ even though they are inside and see the stars
as part of their wedding guest experience. A great advantage
is that you do not have to have a rain plan. The venue will
have that outdoorsy’ feel, while still offering protection from
the elements. It’s the perfect compromise.
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While one cannot argue the beauty of a glass marquee, there
are some disadvantages that require consideration. If the
marquee is to be erected far out of town, transport will have
to be taken into account, plus accommodation for the team
putting it up. Set-up will run over a few days, as it will generally
be put up two days before the wedding and then taken down
the day after. Crockery, cutlery and chairs and tables will
have to be hired in separately unless you are setting up the
marquee on a hotel lawn where they are readily available.
Heating will have to be brought in as well, just in case the
temperature drops later on in the evening.
Hotel Reception Venue The beauty of this option is that
everything you need is readily available. The hotel will have
crockery and cutlery and perhaps even some basic draping.
You will only have to hire chairs for the day if the chairs that
are supplied are not to your taste. Generally, there is an onsite coordinator who can hold your hand through the initial
planning stages. The first time you look at an empty room,
it can be difficult to visualise where everything should go.
Someone who has seen a lot of weddings at the venue can
advise what generally works best and offer ideas that you
perhaps may not have considered before. There will be an
experienced staff contingent on hand who may be able to
help with small tasks on the day, leaving you confident that
everything is under control. Another significant aspect of a
hotel reception is the fact that most hotels will allow you to
do a block-booking for guest accommodation at a reduced
rate. Everyone wants to save money, and out-of-town guests
just need to walk upstairs to their room after the festivities
www.futurebride.co.za
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instead of having to negotiate their way around an unfamiliar
area looking for their B&B. It is easy to stick to a budget when
hosting in a hotel, as everything is done in-house, and once
you have finalised your guest numbers, the final figure should
not differ too much from the quotation. Surprises occur when
one books an outside wedding with no back-up plan, and at
the last minute, marquees have to be put up or a new venue
sourced. Hotels that do weddings regularly will have a plan for
every eventuality.
While the hotel will be very prepared for a wedding and have
all the facilities, you may find yourself contractually bound only
to use suppliers from their recommended list. Depending on
your vision for your wedding, you may find this restricting. If,
however, you are a bride who likes to tick all the boxes and
have everything organised as soon as possible, then this is a
quick and streamlined way of getting everything done. There
may be unexpected bonuses as well. For example, some of
the function rooms may be permanently draped, saving you
the cost of getting the room draped yourself.
Indaba Hotel, Spa & Conference Centre - The Perfect
Place To Say “I Do”
The country-style Indaba Hotel in the heart of Fourways is the
perfect place to say “I Do”. Scenically located on 17 hectares
of established gardens, the venue incorporates two gorgeous
dams, wooden decks and avenues of trees to capture that
perfect memory. The Indaba Hotel offers four different Banquet
Venues from which to choose. From small and intimate,
to a fairytale Banquet for 450 guests, the Indaba Hotel will
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undoubtedly make your dream wedding a reality. With our
expert staff and dedicated Wedding Coordinator, saying “I Do”
will be stress-free. We also boast a romantic outdoor gazebo
– perfect for a garden wedding ceremony, and a chapel which
is ideal for the more traditional couple. With 260 en-suite
bedrooms, we can accommodate your guests with ease.
To view our facilities, contact our dedicated Wedding
Coordinator and start planning your dream wedding today.
Editorial supplied by Indaba Hotel, Spa & Conference Centre
Restaurants For couples who would prefer to spend less
on the party and more on their honeymoon or save more
towards a future home, a restaurant may be the perfect middle
ground. The first, most obvious benefit is that the food will
be memorable. If you are a bit of a food expert, choosing to
have culinary experts partner with you on this aspect of the
planning could take a lot of stress off your shoulders. Some
restaurants choose to have a minimal venue hire fee, while
others prefer to work on a minimum spend basis. This means
that while they will not charge venue hire, they have to make a
certain amount of money to make it worth their while to close
their business to other patrons for the day. Depending on your
numbers, you may reach this target quite easily. If not, you
may have to pay in the difference.
Opting for a restaurant makes the catering aspect of the
planning easy. Because the venue does not specialise in
functions; however, you may find yourself having to take on
more of the planning aspects yourself. A restaurant may have
www.futurebride.co.za
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restrictions on the amount of décor you are allowed to install,
preferring you to work minimally with the décor theme that
they already have in their restaurant. This is because they are
primarily a restaurant, and need to be able to operate as usual
the next day. They cannot close the restaurant the day before
your wedding, for example, while the décor company installs
a big, elaborate set-up, as they will lose income.

chat with individual guests. A destination wedding allows you
to create special memories with everyone there.

  

SALT ROCK HOTEL

Destination Wedding Whether you opt for an extravagant
overseas celebration or a getaway to a spectacular local
venue that is a little out the way, a destination wedding will
undoubtedly require a bit more planning. To keep wedding
stress to a minimum, try and familiarise yourself with the
venue beforehand. Use it as an excuse for yourself and your
fiance to destress and spend some time together. While there,
you will get to experience the facilities fully and see first-hand
what type of holiday your guests will have.
A destination wedding will undoubtedly give you a unique
wedding. Not everyone who is invited will be able to get
the extra time off work or have the funds to get there, so a
destination wedding will naturally leave you with a smaller
guest list. This means that you may have a bit of extra money
to put into a bigger photographic package, or better décor
if you prefer. Most brides will tell you that their wedding day
went by so quickly. The beauty of a destination wedding is
that everyone is relaxing there for a few days, giving you
lots of time to see everyone, plan activities together and not
feel rushed. Often, after a traditional wedding set-up, bridal
couples can feel guilty because they did not get a chance to
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A wedding weekend certainly presents an opportunity for a
few days of relaxation, with spa visits and nail treatments
away from the hustle and bustle of everyday life. Be prepared
for the stress points, though. Organising a destination
wedding involves extra planning not traditionally associated
with wedding planning. Someone will have to co-ordinate
flights, transfers to and from the airport and entertainment.
You may feel as though you are organising the wedding by
remote control, as you cannot just ‘pop in’ to the venue to
re-acquaint yourself with the layout of the place, which could
leave you feeling overwhelmed.
In wedding planning, the importance of bonding with your
suppliers beforehand cannot be overstated. Being situated
so far away means that one of the most significant events of
your life, you are going to have to put your trust in people that
you have never met. Build a bond through e-mails, and send
photographs of what you are expecting and explain that you
are far away so will be relying on them a lot.
Beverley Country Cottages won the South African Tourism
Lilizela award for the best 3-star self-catering establishment
(with exclusive use) on a Provincial level, four times, and won
the National trophy twice. This is testament to the service
excellence you can expect at Beverley Country Cottages in
the green, rolling hills of the KwaZulu-Natal Midlands.
www.futurebride.co.za
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For those who appreciate history; value uninterrupted serenity;
and enjoy the freedom of country living, this is the place to
be! Situated in the picturesque Dargle Valley of the KwaZuluNatal Midlands, the old stone farmstead dates back to 1913,
when in 1847, the Irish settler Thomas Fannin bought the
land. Today the Kelly’s open their tranquil, pet-friendly lifestyle
to those who prefer to journey along roads less travelled.
Closely situated to many of the wonderful wedding venues
here in the Midlands, our accommodations are perfect for
Bridal parties as well as the Bride and Groom on their first
night! Our spacious cottages can gracefully host hens
parties, kitchen teas and family gatherings before or after the
wedding. Our beautiful gardens and 360-degree scenic views
is a photographer’s dream, and we encourage “photo shoots”
to take place right here in our garden.
Choose your abode from four spacious; well-appointed
cottages and two comfortable Bed and Breakfast rooms, which
share the wide, open spaces on this glorious working farm.
The cottages are conveniently furnished for self-catering.
Breakfast and dinners, however, are available on request and
served in the comfort of the cottages. Bedrooms are en suite each with a shower and a bath and to cut the Midlands’ winter
chill, crackling log fires ensure complete relaxation in the cosy
lounges.
Spotted Nguni cattle, noble horses as well as friendly dogs,
chickens and guinea fowls add to the ambience of this place
you’d like to call home. From scenic landscapes and prolific
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birdlife to country hospitality and cuisine it’s right here that
you’ll want to lay your heads after an exhilarating day. A tennis
court, walking and pony trails, as well as bike rides promise to
keep the active occupied!
Enquire now for that special time away!
Editorial supplied by Beverley Country Cottages
If you are planning an overseas destination, take some time
to research the legalities of your wedding ceremony. If you fly
your minister with you, you will need to check if their licence
means that your marriage will still be recognised in your
country of origin. Many couples opt to sort out the legal side of
their wedding before they leave and have a simple ceremony
at their chosen destination.
At home For sentimental reasons, many couples choose
to get married at the family home of either the bride or the
groom. This is a lovely, personal aspect to incorporate into
your special day. It cements the family connection onto every
part of your wedding as you embark on the adventure of
creating your own, unique branch.
Hosting at home can, however, add significant expense to
the day itself. Some of the disadvantages to consider are as
follows:
• The gardens may have to be landscaped a little differently
to accommodate the varying requirements of the marquee,
parking different access requirements for both guests and
caterers.
• Everything will have to be hired in, which could end up
www.futurebride.co.za
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eco-friendly means making small lifestyle changes that do not
have to be drastically different from your day to day life. While
you can go the whole nine yards and make everything ecofriendly, you may feel more comfortable opting for grass-fed
beef instead of the more readily available beef in the shops.
This means that you are still making a better choice, without
cutting meat out of the menu altogether.

Eco-Friendly weddings As we are becoming more and
more environmentally aware, it starts to become the norm to
question where else we can reduce our carbon footprint. Cars
are becoming more environmentally conscious, but changes
can be made on a much smaller scale in our daily lives. Green
weddings are currently growing in popularity as focus shifts
towards reducing our carbon footprint. Eco-friendly weddings
provide so many opportunities to become more aware of how
extravagant we can be, while also educating our guests into
perhaps making different decisions by being more informed.

When you support local, you are also helping the local business
in the community thrive. Any business relies on the support of
its local community. A society that is benefitting from referrals
from the venue creates a tight-knit network of people that
have excellent working relationships which have been built up
over time. When local suppliers have a better understanding
of each other’s businesses, you have a stronger team working
for you. A locally-sourced photographer and videographer
could travel together and save you some transport costs. If
the caterers and the venue have a good rapport, you may find
that the venue is more accommodating if the caterer requires
extra time to set up. The same would apply to the decorating
team. When all your suppliers have a great rapport with each
other, you as the bride and groom can only reap the rewards.

  

costing more than the standard venue hire fee at a local
venue. Heaters in case the evening gets cold will be another
consideration.
• Someone will have to be on hand to check hired equipment
in and out.
• You will have to ensure that you have adequate ablutions,
which may also have to be hired for the day.

A green wedding does require a little more planning, as there
are a few more factors to take into consideration. One of the
most accessible areas to go green is to support local farms that
are close to your chosen venue. This reduces the transport bill
and reduces the amount of time that food needs to be kept in
the fridge and the amount of electricity that is directly used for
your wedding. Locally sourced food also suggests that fewer
antibiotics will be in the livestock, and fewer chemicals on
the vegetables, resulting in fewer impurities being served to
guests. Going eco-friendly can conjure up images of serving
only vegan and vegetarian food, but this is not the case. Going
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While making your wedding 100% sustainable may be
a difficult undertaking; you could choose to reduce your
environmental impact in a variety of ways.
Probably the most viable and environmentally-friendly meals
to serve, having a vegan meal is a great way to reduce
your impact on the environment, support local suppliers and
www.futurebride.co.za
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educate your guests on the benefits of being vegan and living
a more conscious lifestyle.

  

Plastic-free Weddings - This option seems tough at first.
Start with simple changes, such as paper straws instead of
plastic ones (or better yet, no straws). From there, start to
look at how your food and flowers will be delivered. Flowers
are often presented in cellophane wrap. Instead, go directly
to the flower market and collect the flowers yourself, taking
an environmentally appropriate container with you to transport
them. Food is often delivered in single-use plastic. This is an
issue that you could mention to your supplier, and discuss if
there are ways that you can work around the problem. Bottled
waters are often served in plastic containers which are not
readily biodegradable. Rather have jugs of water available to
your guests, and if you do still prefer to serve bottled water, opt
for water that is served in glass bottles. As far as your décor
is concerned, you may consider asking your décor company
what recycled vessels they may have for your table décor.
Alternatively, you could trawl around your local thrift shop and
discover some beautiful vases yourself. There are amazing
possibilities available to make your eco-friendly mark on the
world.
The tide has been turning against traditional forms of confetti
for several years. Environmental concerns are a big issue,
as birds cannot ingest paper, and confetti does not degrade
quickly. Fortunately, there are plenty of alternatives so that
you can still get that ‘confetti photo’ that captures everyone’s
expressions so beautifully. The first is lavender leaves, which
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are both beautiful and fragrant. Naturally biodegradable, the
smell of lavender will forever remind your guests of your
wedding. Punching through leaves using a punch will give you
little circles resembling confetti, which are perfectly natural.
An autumn wedding may lend itself to throwing crisp, brown
leaves that have fallen off trees.
Instead of sending out paper invitations and having RSVP
cards printed that need to be returned, rather have all your
wedding information on a website, where people can record
their attendance digitally and reducing your need for paper.
Soy candles are more eco-friendly than their wax
counterparts. Made from soybeans, they burn more cleanly
than traditional candles, meaning that there will be less soot
residue. The advantage of cleaner-burning candles is that
the containers that they are in are less dirty by the end of
the evening. Soy candles have a lower burning temperature
than regular candles, and because of this, you will find
that you may need to house them in containers. Widely
available in all shapes and heights, they are a great noncompromising lighting option. Another consideration may be
to have a daytime wedding, which would reduce your need
for lighting.
In keeping with reducing our carbon-footprint, wanting to be
more eco-friendly may mean selecting a venue that offers
facilities for both your ceremony and reception. Carbon
emissions would be reduced as your guests would not be
starting their cars to drive a short distance between the two.
www.futurebride.co.za
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Wedding favours for the guests require an alternative way
of thinking. Most of the traditional gifts for the guests require
something to be specially made, as couples often choose
something bespoke that has their initials and wedding date
imprinted on them. Perhaps think of offering something that
can be eaten - or having a more extensive dessert selection
instead of a gift. If the idea of guests taking something home
with them as a souvenir is more important to you, a great idea
could be something sustainable. Examples of a sustainable
gift could be a biodegradable packet of seeds, a plant to look
after, a tree seed or a recipe for your favourite meal, printed
on recycled paper.
On your table, paper serviettes are a big waste of resources.
Especially when one considers how many each person will
use. Linen table napkins are a sustainable resource. If you
decide to purchase them for your wedding instead of hiring,
they are a great start to your household linen collection as you
begin your lives together.
Consider also what is going to happen to each product you
use after your wedding. Surplus food could be donated to
a local shelter, while your flowers could be dropped off at a
nursing home to bring joy to many. Leftover and half-used
candles can be melted down again and re-purposed.
Your flowers themselves could be taken to the next level of
eco-friendliness. While they are already bio-degradable, the
florist’s foam used to arrange flowers is made with a form
of plastic. Consider using natural alternatives for your table
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arrangements such as chicken wire and twigs. While this does
require more preparation work in terms of sourcing materials,
it will undoubtedly make a significant difference. Remember,
change starts with one person. There will be a time where
choice like this will be the standard, rather than the exception.
The dress is the perfect place to start. Many fabrics are
considered to be eco-friendly, such as hemp. If you are not too
phased about a brand new dress, think of the number of ladies
in your circle who have kept their wedding dresses for years.
This is the time to consider perhaps wearing a previously
loved dress. You could find a dress from your grandmother
or even your mom’s dress. Having the opportunity to breathe
new life into a family heirloom and make it your own is a
unique opportunity. A dress is an emotional buy, which is why
many women are reluctant to sell theirs. Because a wedding
dress has such sentimental value, a mom or gran would be
honoured to have someone so special ask to wear their dress.  
Making your wedding unforgettable Couples have
been opting to brand their weddings in recent times. Gone are
the days where everyone got married at the local church and
had their reception at the local city hall or community centre.
Since the advent of the internet, there has been a lot more
scope for people to share ideas and incorporate things that
are important to them into the wedding itself. Couples looking
to avoid the formality of a sit-down dinner may wish to offer
food-cart options to their guests. This creates a relaxed,
outdoor atmosphere while still giving guests a five-star
culinary experience. Food carts offering a variety of foods and
www.futurebride.co.za
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food presentations is also visually impressive and memorable.
Apart from the unique atmosphere and different foods, it also
gives your guests the option to go to the carts that serve the
food that they can eat, depending on their allergies or diets.
Many guests are gluten-free or lactose intolerant. Having a
cart that serves delicious whole-foods is a creative way to
work around a variety of food preferences and allergies.
Get the party started with a signature drink for all your guests
to enjoy. To add to the impact, you could have a bar as an
individual station serving only this unique mix. This drink does
not necessarily have to be alcoholic and will be a mix that the
bride and groom have chosen or mixed themselves.

  

A great way to make your reception venue stand out is to
focus on the type of lighting you can have. While some venues
may have adequate lighting, you may wish to create some
unique ambience and set the mood while your guests are
eating. A wedding should be a relaxed affair, look for lights
with warm tones rather than white light. Hanging lanterns
outside, creating a pathway to your reception entrance is a
great way to set the scene.
Adding Tangible Magic To Your Special Occasion
at Bayala Private Safari Lodge & Camp, in Northern
Zululand KZN, an easy 3-hour drive from Durban. We offer
the ideal destination-wedding venue where you’re assured
of a most memorable evening, weekend or week-long affair
imaginable. Share your dreams, wishes and specific needs,
and we’ll tailor-make your special wedding celebration.
www.futurebride.co.za

Your essential wedding package …
Choose to celebrate on rolling lawns under Bayala’s acacia
trees with the Zululand landscape as your backdrop, the
intimacy of our traditional boma, or inside our beautiful and
tastefully African inspired safari lodge.
• Settings: Bayala’s stunning ‘standard’ settings are a popular
benchmark to which we can add your personally chosen
touches. Talk to us about your ideas!
• Catering: Bayala pride ourselves on delicious tasty homemade cuisine – a celebration of all that is local, fresh, and
where possible, in keeping with our commitment to a greener
world. Tell us your favourite dishes!
• Tailor-make it your own:
- Sundowner drinks at Rorher’s Deck
- A visit to the Rhino Sanctuary
- Traditional dancers
- A morning or afternoon game drive with your guests
- Spa Treatment vouchers
• Accommodation for your guests: Bed & Breakfast, Bayala
offers special rates to cover the stay for invited guests. Our gift
to the bride and groom is complimentary accommodations on
their wedding night, with a special Matrimonial Bush Surprise.
Booking out the entire venue means you get to celebrate
with family and friends deep into the night, without any time
constraint.
• Photography:
Our experienced guides will share their favourite watering
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holes and magnificent vistas with your wedding photographer,
ensuring a bespoke collection of extraordinary moments
memories of your tailor-made wedding. Priceless!
Editorial supplied by Bayala Game Lodge
Writing the perfect Speech For the non-public speaking
amongst us, the prospect of having to stand up in front of a
room full of people and deliver an excellent speech is a lot of
pressure. Looking around at 100 expectant faces all eagerly
awaiting the address of a lifetime is a bit much for some. While
the best man can use more humour in his speech if he prefers,
the groom’s speech is a delicate balance of feelings, thank
you’s and humour.
Even if you do not write your speech down, at least make a
point of having some keywords written down on a small piece
of paper. Giving a wedding speech is unlike any other speech
you will ever give. While at work or Toastmasters, you are
educating your audience and stating facts, a wedding speech
involves emotions. Big ones. Be prepared for the fact that
you may not be able to deliver the speech as smoothly as
you had hoped to. Also (as the groom), in a typical business
speech, you do not run the risk of your friends calling out and
making jokes as you progress through your speech. Having
the keywords will give you something to glance at if you lose
your train of thought so that you can bring yourself back to the
relevant points.
Possibly the most challenging part of writing any speech is
wondering where to draw inspiration from and how to get your
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message across. If you are the groom, your speech could
be as simple as telling people how you and your bride met.
Everyone loves a great romantic story, and many people at
the wedding will not know how you met. Include how you felt
at your first meeting. People want to see whether you were
nervous, or if you just knew that you had found ‘the one’. This
also allows you to highlight your bride’s best features and
personality traits.
The Dance Floor The start of the party where you can
finally let your hair down and relax. Traditionally, the dance
floor is opened by the bridal couple who will dance to a song
that holds special significance to them. Sometimes, choosing
a song can be difficult. Some couples know straight away
what ‘their’ song is, making the decision-making process more
manageable. Others prefer to choose a song that is currently
popular, so that each time the song is played on the radio in
the future, the couple and guests are reminded of the bridal
couple.
This is the one time that the two of you will be together and
have the chance to look into each other’s eyes and have a
moment together. For the vast majority of people, the prospect
of standing up and dancing in front of everyone is terrifying.
For the whole day, all eyes have been on you, and now it
seems as though there is a little bit of extra pressure. If this
sounds like you, there are ways to overcome your fears. The
first is by taking some dance classes. This will probably give
you the confidence you need to get up and dance. You will
have a dance choreographed to your abilities and will have
www.futurebride.co.za
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enough time to practice. On the dance floor, the movements
will feel natural, leaving you more time to savour the moment
and enjoy the experience. Because it is something that is
rehearsed, you won’t worry about standing on each other’s
toes or just hanging on to each other because you don’t know
what to do next. Dance lessons are fun and will give you lots
of laughs while you get comfortable with all the moves, which
is just what every couple needs. Some relaxed, happy time
together as a break in all the planning will serve you well.
Dancing is a skill that you will use at your wedding and all the
weddings you attend in the future.
If, after the dance lessons, you are still nervous about your
dance, modify the procedures a little. Start your first song
and allow your photographer and video team to capture this
particular moment. Brief your MC that after about a minute,
you would like your bridal party and parents to dance with
you. This means that the most you have to be the centre
of attention for is a minute, and your dance floor will fill up
quickly. Once the bridal party is dancing, everyone else will be
sure to follow. Once you and your new spouse have finished
your dance, it is a beautiful touch to have a dance or two with
your parents. Many emotions are captured in this scene, as
the bride dances with her father or the groom dances with
his mother. Tears are shed, and many, many hugs are given.
The dancing is a beautiful part of the wedding to view as an
onlooker, as so much loving emotion is shared in one area.
Garter and Bouquet Guaranteed to get a few smiles,
this is historically one of the more anticipated events of a
www.futurebride.co.za
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reception. Tradition dictates that the lady and gentleman who
caught the garter and bouquet will have the same luck as
the bridal couple and will be married next. It’s a fun custom
where all the unmarried ladies are called onto the dance
floor for an opportunity to catch the bouquet. Next, the men
are called up to try and catch the garter. This is sometimes
used as an opportunity to have a bit of harmless fun at the
groom’s expense. To get the garter, the groomsmen or MC
may decide to have a bit of fun and make it a challenge. The
groom may be spun around so that he is dizzy, and then has
to find the bride to get the garter, or making him get the garter
with his teeth. Both these and other scenarios create great
entertainment for both the guests and the bridal couple. If you
are looking for an alternative to this tradition, consider gifting
your bouquet to a special guest. A gran or an aunt who has
assisted will undoubtedly appreciate the thought.
Leaving the Reception Leaving the reception can be
another opportunity to personalise your wedding and create
more memories. Traditionally, guests would make a human
arched tunnel for the bridal couple to run through as they
made their way to the getaway car.
If you plan to be the last people to leave, ask your MC to
announce this at some point of the evening. Traditional
wedding etiquette has always stated that it is rude to leave
before the bride and groom. Advising all your guests of your
intentions means that when your elderly relatives want to go
home, they don’t have to feel that they are offending you by
doing so.
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Flowers...

In stark contrast to the big bouquets with long floral trails that we
have become accustomed to seeing recently, predictions for
2020 show that brides are leaning towards smaller bouquets.
Apart from saving their wrists from the weight of extravagant
bouquets, this also allows for a more significant portion of
their budgets to be allocated towards bold floral statements
elsewhere. Many brides are opting for floral displays trailing
off from the edges of tables down to the floor, creating beauty
and drawing attention to an otherwise ignored section of the
reception view.
Floral colour trends are starting to lean towards more muted,
neutral colours. Rose golds and whites are popular choices,
giving a chance for the flowers to enhance the venue and
overall wedding look without taking the attention away from
the beautiful surroundings.
As bridal couples are becoming more environmentally aware,
displays and backgrounds are taking the form of green walls
consisting of locally available plants that are in season. The
green backdrop would consist of a mixture of broad, large
leaves interspersed with smaller leaves, all with varying hues.
Not only does this serve as a stunning piece of visual artistry
to be admired, but it can also be used as a backdrop for your
group photographs. Depending on the time of year that you
choose to get married in, you may find that you have a limited
choice of blooms. Choosing flowers that are out of season will
add high costs in terms of transport and extra refrigeration. It
is best to use flowers that are locally available if it is possible.
In another nod to environmental well-being, many couples are
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choosing to start a tradition of planting a tree at their wedding
- a legacy for future generations. This can be done after the
ceremony in front of the guests, or perhaps privately the next
day.
In keeping with the muted colours trend, floral designers
have started to experiment and, the practice of bleaching
flowers has now become a prevalent bouquet option. While
the concept may sound bizarre at first, this technique can
reduce the colour overload that can happen when there is a
lot of greenery in a bouquet. A muted bouquet will not detract
from the detail of the bride’s dress and will also become an
understated feature on its own.
Flowers are an integral part of creating the theme and
ambience for your wedding. Not only do they round off the
entire look, but they also add beautiful scents to your wedding,
taking it up from being a visual affair to a sensual one that
incorporates all the senses.
Your wedding theme will also steer you in the right direction
regarding your floral choices. If your wedding is inside a
luxurious five-star resort, you may be looking for a more
sophisticated bouquet. An outside wedding set in the forest
or on the beach may call for flowers that are more forgiving in
windy conditions.
Colour trends will also influence your final choice, and there
are a few factors to consider here. Choosing a popular
colour ensures that you will have a wide variety of flowers
www.futurebride.co.za
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and accessories from which to choose. Unfortunately, in an
industry driven by supply and demand, higher demand for
specific flowers may mean an increased cost. The increased
cost for one flower could be off-set by choosing a slightly
cheaper alternative for the rest of the flowers in the bouquet.
Nestled in the hills of the KZN Midlands, PetalMania offers
a specialist service to those wishing to remember special
people or events in their lives, through the freeze-drying and
preservation of flowers.
PetalMania is an artisanal floral freeze drying specialist
company which has served Southern Africa for over 13 years,
mainly supplying bio-degradable confetti petals of exceptional
quality and colour for all kinds of celebration. We also create
flower crowns and ready-made bouquets to order, uniquely
specified box-frames for flower bouquets, or memory boxes
that will hold your priceless memories for years.
Many years of experience and dedication have been invested
in this art-form, which is dependent on specialised machinery,
understanding, patience and a total focus on detail so that the
results are always satisfyingly beautiful.

PETALMANIA

• Flower Crowns - these products have been incredibly
popular because they will stay looking as fresh and beautiful
as the day the flowers were picked! Using fresh flowers in a
flower crown is a challenge because they will wilt immediately
and, of course, are quite heavy to wear, especially for a child.
Freeze-dried flower crowns are extremely light, and they will
never wilt on the day.
• Bouquet preservation - is a service which is unique in Southern
Africa. PetalMania will guide you through the process in detail,
ensuring that your bouquet is preserved for many years. The
service starts from collection of your bouquet from the venue
to preservation of the flowers, through to framing and shipping
abroad (if required).
Editorial supplied by PetalMania
Flowers certainly bring the wow factor into any wedding. Not
only do they carry your theme seamlessly throughout your
wedding, but they also display aspects of your personalities,
often showcasing whether you are a more dramatic and
colourful couple, or demure and understated. Either way, you
are creating a visual for people to remember your day by,
whether it is bright splashes of colour or neutral shades.

• Confetti Petals - can be created from almost any type of
flower, and because of the freeze-drying process preserves
them fully (without added chemicals, artificial colouring or
anything else!) they may be ordered long before they are
required. In other words, out-of-season flowers; petals are
perfectly okay so long as some planning is involved!
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Catering...

2020 is the year of variety! Some trends, such as the metallic
look, will remain. Still, there are also some exciting up-andcoming new looks for the adventurous couple to explore:
Flowers
• Edible Flowers - With edible flowers being incorporated into
drinks, it is little surprise that they are making an appearance
on cakes as well. Having real flowers on cakes as part of the
look is excellent, but brides are now taking that a step further.
Edible flowers are crystallised in sugar and then carefully
pressed onto the cake in an intricate floral display. It is a novel
way of continuing a floral theme and incorporating nature into
your cake.
• Fresh ferns: For a botanical, green theme, adding real ferns
to your cake is a win. Bringing the outside inside, it adds a
natural element to your look, while still keeping things simple.
Hand-painted Wedding Cakes This technique involves
painting onto the icing of the cake for a touch of artistic flair.
The painting can either be in the form of an intricate series
of detailed pictures on each tier or be painted to form a
background. In this way, the cake topper or flowers on the
cake stand apart. This technique is limited only to the skill
and imagination of your cake designer. Your cake display is
no longer limited to which flowers are in season and can be
adapted to fit any wedding style.
Flavours In keeping with the focus on guest experience,
couples are steering away from the cake flavours that people
have come to know and expect. Chocolate and vanilla flavours
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are being overlooked in favour of pistachio and lime flavours,
to name two.
Mosaic Designs Inspired by the Middle-East, the mosaic
designs offer a visually different design aspect to the cake.
‘Cheese’ Cakes Most guests will seem surprised that you
are having ‘cheesecake’ as your wedding cake. A surprise that
is compounded when they realise that you have a cake that is
comprised of a variety of different cheeses, figs and biscuits.
Traditionally, the cake is cut during the reception just before
the first dance. In recent years, however, there has been a
shift to cutting the cake after the ceremony. There are several
reasons for this, the first being that it is a great way to get
all the guests together to get a group photograph in a good
light. Guests love being a part of all the formalities, of which
cake-cutting is one. Your guests have a front-row seat to the
formality, and you have a happy group shot of everyone at
your wedding.
Another reason for cutting the cake earlier is that the cake
can be served while people are still able to enjoy it, perhaps
while you are on your creative shoot. The one disadvantage
of serving the cake late in the evening is that guests have
eaten so much by that point that a lot of the beautiful cake is
left behind.
Last year saw geological themes with vibrant colours and
textures replicating the look of rock up the side of the cake.
www.futurebride.co.za
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This beautiful way of decorating the cake continues to be
an understandably popular choice. There have been many
realistic cake representations of a beautiful piece of pink rose
quartz or amethyst. A geode is a hollow rock cave that is filled
with sparkling crystals. This design works particularly well for
cakes, as it can be made to look as though one is looking
through the icing ‘rock’ into the crystals.

Before you decide on a menu, some companies offer a tasting
for you and the groom beforehand. This allows you to see
how the food will be presented and if the presentation and
food choices complement the style of your wedding. You may
decide to have a variety of finger foods as your starter for the
guests to eat while you have photographs taken. One idea is to
ask your venue to pack a little basket with some of these foods
for you and your bridal party as well. As you transition from the
family photographs to the creative shoot, you probably will not
get an opportunity to eat. When you consider that the last time
you had anything to eat was probably before you put your veil
on, it’s easy to imagine how snacks and water are as much a
practical consideration as they are thoughtful.

Reception Catering Because food is something everyone
is familiar with and consumes daily, there are so many opinions
on what food is served on special occasions.
The first factor to consider with a wedding is whether you
would like to serve a plated meal or have a buffet. A plated
meal can mean less movement of guests when the food is
being served, which translates into a smoother transition
between the speeches and the meal.

  

Having a plated meal means that there is less food waste, as
your numbers will be confirmed beforehand, and your venue
will cater to this specific number.
An advantage of a buffet, however, is that it more easily
allows you to cater to your guests’ dietary requirements. If
someone is vegan, vegetarian or gluten intolerant, they can
simply help themselves to the food that they can eat with no
fuss. A buffet allows you to offer your guests more variety, as
you can have a wide range of vegetables, curries and meats
available.
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When you are working on your final figures, don’t forget to
count yourselves! You are the guests of honour, and also
need to be included in the catering. While you are doing that,
check your supplier contracts as you may be required to
provide food for your photographer, DJ and video teams. This
is a common requirement due to the hours that are worked,
and your venue may offer you an alternative menu for your
suppliers, that is slightly more affordable. If you do go for this
option, make sure your MC is aware of where your suppliers
will be eating. Often when a venue offers a different menu,
they also seat the suppliers in a separate room. While they
are eating elsewhere, your photographer and videographer
will not be aware if there are any changes to your itinerary.
Ideally, they should be seated in the room so that they can be
mindful of any changes, but if this is not possible, your MC can
call them and inform them.
www.futurebride.co.za
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Catering is an excellent opportunity to brand your wedding.
Increasingly, couples are choosing to make their wedding
menus more exciting, giving rise to brand new culinary
experiences. It also gives your catering company a chance
to shine and show off their expertise which they have built
up over the years. Curried ice-cream, anyone? If that doesn’t
get the conversation started and make a strong impression on
your guests, nothing will!
Food vans and bars are still trendy. Having a few options, such
as a gin bar, cocktail counter and food vans. While the food
vans are better suited to an outdoor setting or festival-themed
wedding, it is still possible to have a variety of indoor-suited
options. Gin bars will always be a great crowd-friendly option
for guests for a long time, and rum bars are also becoming
more popular.
Whatever you decide, make sure that it is something that
resonates with the two of you. Offering caviar or oysters
because you think they will impress your guests is the wrong
reason to add them to your menu. Your catering choices
should be something you are comfortable eating yourself.
They should be foods that you enjoy, and preferably they
should not be too messy. If the two of you love sushi, consider
incorporating a sushi bar if you want, but don’t introduce food
that neither you nor your guests are familiar with.
Don’t feel you have to stop at your food. Consider having
a signature cocktail as well. This can be a cocktail that has
a colour that matches your colour scheme, or it could be
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your favourite drink that you would like to share with your
guests. You could even design ‘his’ and ‘hers’ custom cocktails
that reflect your different personalities.
Non-alcoholic Drinks For the more mindful drinkers,
the decision to serve alcohol is something that requires
consideration. Some couples may be against serving alcohol
for religious reasons, others because they are concerned
about the safety of guests driving home. In the corporate
world, work culture is shifting away from always serving
alcohol at evening functions - a trend that will soon filter
through to social circles. In New York and London, there is
already a rise in alcohol-free bars. A place where patrons can
have a drink and relax without having to justify their decision
not to order alcohol.
With all this in mind, people still roll their eyes at the prospect
of a dry wedding. Most people’s thoughts go to soda water
and soft drinks as the only options. The great news is that
many new and exciting non-alcoholic beverages can be
served, without feeling as though you have to have a morning
brunch. These include:
• A custom milkshake bar
• Pancake bar
• Smoothie bar
• Hot chocolate bar
• A signature wedding mocktail
• One of the many wine-like drinks that are on offer
www.futurebride.co.za
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With regards to the non-alcoholic wines, some companies
have specialised in developing drinks that are both free of
alcohol and low in sugar content. More than merely offering
no alcohol, the drinks on offer at DaneshPress have been
explicitly developed to also pair with different foods - much
like wine. If your venue does not have a liquor licence, you
can still offer the ultimate guest experience with a bit of
creativity (and some input from your chef). A food and ‘wine’
pairing will be great fun for your guests, keeping things novel
and exciting.

Danesh Sauv in a Sunday afternoon picnic basket, enjoy it all
on an emerald green lawn somewhere in the countryside with
a friend and a cheese platter and drive home without a care
in the world. The Eight Vines Merlo varietal is a robust red
with a plummy fruit flavour that’s balanced with wood and soft
vanilla earthy undertones. It’s perfect with lamb, steaks and
boerewors on the braai. The woodiness will even cleanse the
charcoal from your palate. Serve it to your guests all Saturday
afternoon long without the need for a designated driver or an
Uber.

A Nose for a Healthy Alternative Roy Bowler has an
exciting story to tell. He has extensive experience working as
a sommelier in the liquor trade in South Africa, France and
England, with some of the best and brightest in the business.
After witnessing the effects of liver damage on a family
member, however, he decided to make some radical changes.
He came upon the idea of creating a healthy alternative to the
traditional vine-based beverage.

The two product lines, Danesh and Eight Vines, were
specifically and scientifically designed for two very different
taste palate make-ups. Danesh is inherently spicy and best
quaffed with Middle Eastern food. Curries, for example, are
effortlessly and gracefully stewarded by this spirited and spicy
range. Try it with a samosa as a snack as well, or any other
spicy food for that matter.

As a result, we can now sit down, open a bottle of his Danesh
or Eight Vines product lines and enjoy all the benefits of the
grape and more. His Danesh Sauv, for example, will upon
opening yield twenty-eight different flavour notes including
lemon, apple, cut grass, asparagus and tropical fruits, amongst
others. These flavonoids are all delicately poised to appear
on the palate at different stages as the liquid heats up in the
glass. It can be successfully paired with cheeses, delicate
fish, fresh herbs, oysters and other seafood. Pack a bottle of
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Eight Vines, on the other hand, was created to satisfy the
Western palate. With our predisposition for sweet, fruity
drinks in mind, Roy has come upon a formula using mineral
water and apple and pear juice as the basis to hold the more
subtle flavours. Both Eight Vines and Danesh are available in
sparkling or still variants.
These two products are set to shake the beverage industry
to its foundations as far as taste complexity for their category
alone goes, but there’s more. The health benefits of these
www.futurebride.co.za
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drinks, which contain almost no sugar, are myriad and varied.
A 750ml bottle of Danesh, (which means “knowledge and
wisdom” in Arabic), contains just nine calories, as compared
to the approximately three hundred calories in an equivalent
volume of fizzy soft drink, and half a teaspoon of sugar as
against the same soft drink’s twenty. Both Eight Vines and
Danesh contain the powerful antioxidants Green Tea and
Resveratrol, (the latter is found naturally in the skin of grapes
and grapevines). A diet high in antioxidants will make it far
more likely that someone who consumes such a diet will live
a long and healthy life. Resveratrol has many other health
benefits too. It can play a part in protecting brain function,
help to lower blood pressure and cholesterol and has a
positive effect on blood fats. It can also increase insulin
sensitivity and may even help to combat the effects of anxiety
and depression.

Danesh Rose recently received a Silver award in the
Michelangelo International Wine & Spirits Awards. This was
a considerable feat as there were very few non-alcoholic
entrants.
Danesh and Eight Vines are a unique new offering to the
South African food and beverage scene. They are set to make
a tasty, healthy impression on its palate. Here’s to the five
years of passion it took to make them!
Editorial supplied by Danesh

This is the only true 0.0% “adult drink” that’s complex enough
to be paired with different foods, yet healthy enough to be
consumed on its own as a lifestyle elixir. Indeed, “The Healthy
Alternative” is Roy’s chosen strapline for Danesh: he sees it
first and foremost as something that will enhance the health
and well-being of its consumers.
Both Danesh and Eight Vines are also Banting and Keto
friendly. Another friend of the products is Nouvlaki Samha,
Cape Town’s head Imaam. The South African National Halaal
Authority has approved the products, as has the Heart and
Stroke Foundation of South Africa. Look out for their seals on
the bottles.
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The healthy alternati
Make your memory of your wedding something that
will last for ever. Serve your 0.0% healthy alternative
that can be married to your food for the first time
giving your guest a totally new experience of food
pairing on your Great day with class and memories.

DANESH WINES

We are very excited to announce that we have won
a Silver Michelangelo award for our Danesh Rose.
First 0.0% beverage to get awarded the Silver Medal.
This shows you the complexity we have been able to
put into Danesh. Making it perfect for Pairing partner
with food. Plus you are getting a beverage that has an
antioxidant count of 3600 per bottle and 9 calories
per bottle. Making it the perfect healthy alternative.
Now, in its 24th year, the competition remains unique
in South Africa, in that all judges are hand-picked
wine experts, representing all seven continents. Since
the start of the competition in 1997, more than 170
different judges from 46 countries (more recently
including Russia, Romania and China) have served
on the panel. All entries are judged blind by panels
of 5 or 6 judges, using the 100-point international
recognised 01V judging system.

DANESH WINES

How our medals are graded:
• Platinum: 96 points or higher
• Gran d'Or (Double Gold):
93 to 95.99 points
• Gold: 89 to 92.99 points
• Silver: 86 to 88.99 points
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Entertainment...

The importance of professional, high-quality entertainment
cannot be overstated. At different times, your choices for
entertainment can help with the wedding flow, keep guests
entertained and create links between the various formalities.
In the spirit of keeping things varied, you do not have to restrict
yourself to only one type of entertainment. Each new section
of the day is a unique platform to showcase another aspect of
your personalities.
Your choice of a suitable DJ can make or break your party.
The good news is that if you are into dancing and have been
to a few weddings, you will have a good idea of which DJ’s
you prefer. It is perfectly acceptable to ask for a reference or
two if you have not been to too many weddings. You may be
working with referrals you get from one of your other suppliers.
Most DJ’s get their referrals by word of mouth, so should be
happy to give you names of one or two previous clients.
In general, you need to know that your DJ understands your
music tastes. It is an excellent idea to let him know what your
favourite songs are and the styles of music that you enjoy. As
a person, you and your fiance should have a good rapport
with him, as if he gets on with you, he will relate well to your
friends. His ability to read the crowd needs to be excellent.
If you are having your ceremony and reception in the same
place, your DJ may be able to help you with the sound at your
service. There will be an extra fee, but this is well worth it for
the peace of mind associated with just having to deal with one
person and know that you can rely on them.
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It can be quite frustrating as a guest at a wedding and wanting
to hear the speeches, but being unable to make out what
the speechmakers are saying. While most DJ’s do include a
microphone, ensure that you confirm this with them for peace
of mind.
When booking a DJ, the payment of the deposit is only the
start. While you would have selected your DJ because of the
genre of music they play, you cannot stop there. You will still
need to take some time to let him know which song you would
like for your first dance and entrances to the ceremony and
reception. If you have any preferences for songs to be played
as various speechmakers walk to the podium, then he will also
need to be briefed on this. Aim to let him have this list two
weeks beforehand so that he has time to prepare.
Ask what back-up the DJ has. It is lovely having access to
every song that exists on the cloud. Still, this selling point
will quickly lose its shine if there is no fast wifi at your venue
- or the signal fails for any reason. The DJ should have a
selection of songs that have been downloaded that do not
rely on wifi.
A band is another musical option for those who prefer live
music. Either a small string quartet to keep guests entertained
during the creative shoot, or a full-piece band to kick off the
reception. A singer with a soulful voice would also provide
great entertainment for a few hours. Later you can switch over
to a DJ for the dancing.
www.futurebride.co.za
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Other Entertainment
Between the ceremony and
reception, there is usually a gap while you as the bridal couple
have some photographs taken. This is an excellent opportunity
to encourage your guests to experience something different.
In the process, they will perhaps get to know each other better.
Croquet and giant Jenga are a great source of entertainment
for your guests. While most people are familiar with the games
themselves, they are not games that are played regularly. In
the case of croquet, a lot of the fun is found simply in the
process of trying to remember the rules! Many laughs will
ensue from those who didn’t realise that they had given their
opponent a second turn! The giant Jenga tends to get the
whole crowd involved. As the tower gets higher and higher,
the group of onlookers gets bigger and bigger. You can feel
the tension as guests try and give advice - or hold back and
let their facial expressions communicate their feelings. The
photographic opportunities that arise when the tower crashes
down are priceless.
Magicians are another opportunity to keep your guests
enthralled as spoons are bent, and cards hide and reappear
in the most innovative places. No matter how old we get, we
never seem to lose our sense of wonder at the things we
cannot immediately explain. Most magicians will walk around
the crowd and do a few tricks and then move to another group.
In this way, everybody is given a view of the magic, but can still
catch up with friends in between. The magician can engage
with small groups of people, keeping them enthralled while
they watch his performance.
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At the reception, entertainment (apart from the speeches,
of course) can take the form of photo and video booths.
Everyone has a chance to be photographed or record a
special message for the bride and groom. You can also
have a few simple props available to make the scenes more
interesting as your guests either dress up with hats or hold up
little accessories like sunglasses.
As a variation on the photo idea, some caricature artists are
beginning to offer their services at weddings. Guests pose for
a few minutes in front of the artist and leave with a comedic
representation of themselves. As they all compare and chat
about which features the artist chose to exaggerate, from
their ears to their noses, many laughs will be shared, and
friendships cemented. Perhaps ask someone to take a photo
of the caricatures so that you can add the picture to your guest
book next to the guest’s message.
Gin and rum bars provide both a talking point and an
opportunity to relieve pressure at the main bar. It’s also an
opportunity for guests to try a new type of gin or cocktail mix
that they have not yet had a chance to sample.
Fireworks and fog are yet another more trendy choices of
entertainment to introduce to your reception. Guaranteed to
make an impression, the option is yours whether you choose
to make a bright, dramatic entrance or make your first dance
the talking point. Low lying fog swirling around you on the
dancefloor will create a soft, romantic feel for your first dance.
In contrast, fireworks can create a dramatic background as
www.futurebride.co.za
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you walk onto the dance floor together as husband and wife
for the first time. If you are not shy, you as the bridal couple
can be the entertainment with a specially choreographed
dance or waltz - the perfect finishing touch to a perfect day.
Hiring a comedian to be your MC may take some pressure off
your groomsmen - and have your guests laughing for weeks
after your wedding. A professional MC or comedian will add
value to your day in terms of creating flow and keeping guests
entertained.
Don’t forget to personalise your entertainment - if you are into
belly dancing, consider having some belly dancing to entertain
the guests during the break after the ceremony.
Not all entertainment has to cost a lot of money. Look to your
location for inspiration. A sand-castle building competition at
a beach wedding would only require some bucket and spade
sets for some good-natured fun. At a golf estate, some putting
competitions or a golfing quiz hosted by your MC could warm
up the crowd. The quiz idea will also work if you have chosen
to get married in a museum or a national monument steeped
in history. Prizes can be awarded for both the most accurate
and the most ridiculous answers! While there are many
entertainment choices, the important thing is to ensure that
your guests relax, have fun and enjoy a unique experience.
The entertainment needs to resonate with you as a couple
and showcase your interests, as you need to enjoy it all as
well. Too much entertainment could be overwhelming - and be
too much for you to keep track of on the day.
www.futurebride.co.za
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Photography & Video...
There are plenty of horror stories in circulation about
‘the photographer-who-lost-the-photographs’ and ‘thephotographer-who-didn’t-pitch’. From the moment your
engagement is announced, these stories are shared - but how
does one go about not falling victim to a potential scam artist?
The honest answer is education.
Ask friends for referrals, and have a look at photographic
portfolios. Meet with your potential photographers and get a
feel for who they are, how well you relate to them, and what
their style is.
Whatever you do, don’t pick a photographer just because
they are cheap. Most professional photographers have high
equipment costs and insurance costs to cover, and there is a
limit to how far they can discount their work. If a photographer
you are considering is significantly cheaper than others,
ask why. Do they carry less equipment? Will they be the
photographer who arrives on the day? Are they doing it for the
experience? If they need experience, this is not necessarily a
problem. Everyone has to start somewhere, and as long as
you are made aware of this, and you are happy, then it is not
necessarily a reason to scratch someone off your list.
Most importantly, when selecting a photographer, choose
someone who does wedding photography regularly. A
photographer who has done your office portraits in a studio
environment may not be comfortable shooting a wedding with
the ever-changing lighting conditions and unique demands
that accompany wedding-related situations. Your cousin who
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‘has a great camera’ may offer to do your photographs for
free, but you need to seriously consider how you will handle
family events in the future if you decide that you do not like
your pictures.
Consider your wedding in its entirety and consider
which style of photography is the most important to you. If
you want formal family photographs and posed couples
photographs in the style of the royal wedding, a photographer
who does more contemporary, stylised work may be more
suitable for you. If your creative shoot is the most critical aspect
for you, you may decide on a more artistic photographer who
will give you more creative couple photographs while still
getting a few posed ones.
Photo-documentary Photography Within the ‘photodocumentary’ genre, there are two distinct schools of thought.
The first is those who have a relaxed approach to wedding
photography and label themselves as “photo-documentary”
photographers. They will still get involved to set up a scene,
while still taking photographs without getting involved. Then
there are ‘candid-specific’ photographers who do not get
involved at all but purely photograph what is in front of them
without getting involved at all.
Generally, documentary photographers shoot things as they
happen naturally. The aim of photo-documentary is that
photographs have to tell a story. Some pictures suggest what
is happening, rather than tell the viewer directly. This means
that not all images will include a face, as the viewer can tell a
www.futurebride.co.za
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The story that photo-documentary tries to portray is not just
that of the day, but individual perspectives as well. If you put
all the pictures of the father of the bride together, for example,
you would get an accurate portrayal of his unique experience
of the day. Picture a dad seeing his little girl in her dress for the
first time, and then all the emotion as he walks her down the
aisle, followed by the handshake as he hands her over. These
moments are priceless, emotional, and something to look
back at again and again. You may look back at your wedding
pictures and think that your décor has dated or your flowers
were era-specific. But pure, raw emotion is timeless.
Your documentary photographer will make more use of
available light than flash photography or external lighting
units. They generally have to move around quite a lot, and
often have to move quickly. Moving around a large lighting rig
would be cumbersome and impractical. It would also capture
people’s attention, so they would be less likely to get the
candid, unposed pictures.
Candid photo-documentary photography is a more handsoff approach to documentary photography, leaving you
with more responsibility. A photographer who shoots in a
specifically informal style will not get involved at all and will
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shoot things as they happen without interfering. They focus
on the many excellent opportunities for unposed shots and
capturing emotions. Remember that if you opt for candid, you
need to make sure that everything in your preparation room
is left exactly as you would like it to be photographed. Your
candid photographer purely documents the scene set before
him/her and will treat your preparation room like a crime scene
- they will not touch anything. A photograph of your dress will be
captured where you have left it, and not moved to somewhere
with a better background. Your shoes will be photographed
where you have left them, and your photographer will not
move them. Make sure that you haven’t left your underwear
on the bed if you don’t want it in the background of one of your
photographs!
If candid sounds a little too general for you, opt for the photodocumentary style where the photographer does get involved
and will direct a little so that everyone looks their best.
Communicate your needs to your potential photographer and
make sure that you know what they can do, and they know
what looks you would prefer.
How do you know of a photo-documentary style is for you?
• You don’t want any of your special moments interrupted. You
want to get out the bridal car the way you always imagined
you would, without someone telling you to hold the pose and
shoot the scene a few times.
• You are quite a relaxed couple and feel that you can trust
your photographer 100% with the responsibility of capturing
your once-in-a-lifetime event without trying to micro		

  

lot by looking at the body language and the elements included
in the photograph. These elements could consist of hands
around a glass or a hand on a shoulder. It is sometimes more
helpful to portray a scene through the suggestion given by
smaller elements that make up the bigger picture.
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manage.
• You know the difference between candid photo-documentary
and general photo-documentary and you are comfortable
with your choice.

While everyone is trying to cut costs, your pictures will last the
longest. Your children will be looking at them in the future, and
they will adorn the walls and shelves in your home.

Artistic Approach If you prefer a more creative approach,
you will be more involved with your photographer. You will
spend some time walking or travelling to the various locations
that you and your photographer have decided on beforehand.
Where you end up going will depend on the photographer’s
style that you have settled on, as some photographers may
prefer to work in wide-open spaces, while others will have a
method that works correctly with the location that you have
chosen.

Many factors influence the cost of photographic packages.
Some of these factors include:
• Number of hours spent on the wedding day
• Time spent on administration
• Time allocated for editing
• The physical cost of the album
• The cost of designing the album - in some cases, design
software has to be purchased or licensed.
• The value of the equipment experience

How do you decide on your photographer? You
and your fiance will already know whether you prefer a more
stylised, formal shoot or a completely candid documentary
style of photography. If you are unsure, paging through
magazines and scrolling through websites will help. You will
start to feel a connection with individual styles of photography.
If you can, create a look-book that you can refer to over the
planning period and put all your favourite pictures in it. This list
is not a ‘prescription’ of photographs that your photographer
must get. It is to give you an idea for your style preferences,
which will guide you towards the photographer whose style
resonates with you.

Once you have narrowed down your choices and you know
both the style that you are after as well as your budget,
you can start making appointments to meet photographers.
It is generally better to go and meet your photographer at
their premises as they will have all of their portfolios easily
accessible for you as you ask questions. One of the most
important things to ascertain in this meeting is how well you
and your photographer get on. If you feel that a photographer
that you are interviewing understands you and is someone
that you feel relaxed around, then they are a definite contender
for your shortlist. Everyone is different, and you will not have
a connection with every photographer that you meet, so this
meeting is significant.

Once you have decided on the type of feel you want in your
wedding photographs, it is crucial to consider the budget.

Ten things your photographer wishes you knew before your
wedding:
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Clutter: Ensure that the room you are getting ready in is as
clean and as free from clutter as possible. Give extra thought
to the size of the room, and the number of people that are
getting ready with you. Don’t forget to factor in the hair and
make-up people as well - they will have to set up in an area and
will also have their equipment to put out. If necessary, book an
extra room for everyone to get ready in. As photographers, it
is difficult to take photographs in cramped quarters. To have
to shuffle bags is time-consuming and ultimately gives us a
smaller shooting window.
Choose your bridal party carefully: It is easier for the
photographer when the bridesmaids and groomsmen have
the couple’s best interests at heart and are genuinely helpful.
They may be called upon to straighten a dress or hold a veil,
all in the name of capturing a great photograph. It’s more fun
if they are on the same team and want the best for the bridal
couple.
Family Photographs: Appoint someone who knows both
families well to assist during the family photographs. It makes
that part of the day run more smoothly, as they can quickly call
the people that are missing if they are not there as they know
who to call.
Photoshopping: Not everything can ‘just’ be photoshopped.
Brief people ahead of time that they need to be in some
photographs and ensure that they know where to be when
they are required. While we may be able to photoshop
someone in (or out), or even change the colour of the groom’s
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shoes, the extra photoshopping will make a difference to your
final bill. Just because it is possible does not mean it can be
done for free. Instead, ensure that your room is picture-perfect
before the photographers arrive so that we can get everything
right in-camera.
Communication: As photographers, we spend a lot of time
with our brides planning the perfect timeline for the day. Based
on a variety of factors, this information takes into account the
following: the time of the ceremony; our experience; and the
amount of available light we are anticipating on the day. It
is, however, your special day with its unique traditions and
moments. If there is a change, please communicate it to
your photographer in writing before the big day. If there is a
venue change, for example, it gives us a chance to familiarise
ourselves with a new place beforehand. Putting things in
writing covers both yourselves and the photographers.
Catering: When catering for your suppliers, please keep them
in the same room as your guests if possible. We generally
eat last, which means that sometimes you are ready to start
the first dance as we get our plates. If we are in the room, we
can see the formalities happen and can get up straight away.
When we are seated in a place far away, we have no idea what
is going on and may not, for example, hear the MC announce
that you are cutting the cake earlier than anticipated.
Our hearts are deeply invested in your day: We love what
we do. Every time we do a wedding we want it to be the
happiest day that couple has ever experienced. We will bend
www.futurebride.co.za
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over backwards to make the day seem magical and smooth
over anything that has not gone according to plan.
Make-up: As the bride, your make-up needs be completed
first. You are one of the main people that we are there to
photograph, so please ensure that we have enough time to
give you a different shoot and can take the time to pose you
correctly for each scene. Bridesmaids can be photographed
towards the end of your bridal shoot, with pictures of the bride
and the bridesmaids together being done in that time slot as
well. The photographer will leave your preparation venue
about twenty minutes before you do so that they can set up
at the ceremony and get a few candid shots of your guests
arriving at the church.
Group Shots: If you require group shots at your reception,
please ensure that you have a wall or area available for the
photographer to shoot the groups.
Ceremony Time: Chat to your photographer before you
finalise your ceremony time. Ultimately, you want the best
lighting for your creative shoot and enough time to chat with
your guests. A late ceremony start time may mean less light
for your creative shoot. This will mean that you will not have a
chance to mingle with your guests during the canapes.
Videography Often, a bridal couple will wonder whether to
engage the services of a videographer or not. While this does
boil down to personal preference and budget, there are so
many reasons to have a wedding DVD.
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The reality of weddings is that despite all the planning and
the minute attention to detail, you will not see a lot of the
moments of your wedding. A DVD is a great way to watch
all the moments that you missed. How lovely would it be to
watch Uncle Joe cheating at the croquet you set up for guests
while you were at your creative shoot? There are so many
moments that you could watch, rather than just hear about
from your guests. A video creates a second opportunity for
you to experience your wedding.
The video team may interview your guests, and you will be
able to watch their facial expressions and mannerisms as they
wish you well for the future. Having the opportunity to view all
the emotions experienced during the speeches is priceless.
Cinematic Motion Different from traditional videography,
cinematic motion aims to tell a story. The team will arrive with
a single goal: to show your love story as well as they can using
music, voiceovers from the speeches or a series of moments
between the two of you. The shooting style is very different
from that of traditional videography.
In cinematic motion, shorter scenes are filmed, as the aim is
not to document every word that is said but rather to offer
an exciting, dramatic story of the day. The finished product
could end up being thirty minutes in total compared to a video
shoot that films everything in real-time. Despite the possible
shorter length finished product, the cost may be a little higher.
Depending on the company you engage, much time is spent
planning your shoot with the result that extra camera people
www.futurebride.co.za
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may need to come along to shoot the cutaway scenes. The
editing process is also quite involved, as the editors are
working to a specific outcome. Your cinematographer will
approach the day, much like a movie director would. They
aim to create an exciting piece, with a build-up, climax and
conclusion that accurately represents your love story.
Certain angles will be almost scripted. They may deliberately
have the bride walking one way when they shoot her on her
own and then photograph the groom in his scene walking or
looking in the opposite direction. Each of you then has your
unique storyline and also creates something different for the
viewer to engage with. Traditional videographers may hesitate
to get this involved as their role has historically been more
documentary.
Video Booths Instead of taking photos and printing them out
immediately, a video booth allows your guests to leave personal
messages for you. You can capture your guests in their euphoric
moments forever. The videos are easy to share and can be
uploaded to social media. The bridal couple will receive a full
set of all the video booth moments after the wedding.
Drone Photography In the never-ending quest to find
a unique angle to shoot your wedding, many photographers
and videographers are turning to drones to give their finished
product an exceptional edge. The beauty of a drone is that it
captures a view that you would never be able to see with a
regular camera or video. There have been moments captured
of couples on beautiful landscapes, the edges of mountains
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and beaches. More than only taking photographs of the bride
and groom, you can also choose to include your guests in the
drone action. If your venue space allows for it, you could have
your guests arranged around you in a shape such as a heart.  
A drone allows capturing a different story as well. Taken at
the right time, a wide-angle shot could show the guests and
groom at the ceremony with the bride getting out of the car at
the same time. Other moments that could be captured in this
same shot could be the waiters rushing around on the other
side trying to set up or a florist doing last-minute touch-ups to
the floral arch at the reception entrance. It certainly presents
an opportunity for you to see both the planned moments and
the behind-the-scenes moments in the same shot.
Having a drone at your wedding is a great idea, but there
are some things to remember. If the weather conditions are
not ideal on the day, the drone cannot fly. This decision will
be taken on the day by the drone operator, based on their
experience. Flying under extreme conditions poses a risk not
only to the drone but to the safety of your guests. Because
drones are quite noisy, the drone will not be running during
crucial moments such as the exchanging of vows. Great
opportunities to use the drone would be when the bride is
walking down the aisle (from a distance) and a slow flyover
of guests during the group shot. Drones work very well with
both your photographs and your video. Chat to your suppliers
and see what they offer. There will be an extra charge for the
drone service, but the results will far surpass any cost.
www.futurebride.co.za
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Honeymoons...
Imagine planning the perfect party.

Think of the hours of planning in the build-up to the event,
the collecting and returning of items that have been hired, the
last-minute plans that have to be made during set-up, the prefunctions and all the guests that you need to chat to - and then
going straight back to work on Monday. Not an ideal situation
at all.
While a wedding is a very public celebration of your marriage
and new life together, your honeymoon presents a private,
intimate space to celebrate and relax on your own.
Travel and new experiences bond people, a fantastic way to
start your new life together. You will share new experiences
and make new memories and find out more about each other.
Being together in an unfamiliar place will encourage you to
lean on each other more and build trust, which is a strong
foundation for a great marriage. There will be moments that
don’t go according to plan, which will give you a reason to
laugh together for many years into the future.

Make a Splash at the Wild Coast Sun The Wild Coast
Sun is the perfect destination for family holidays in South
Africa. The resort offers an 18-hole golf course, sports club,
unique restaurants and fast food joints, and, an R80-million
Water Park.
Make a splash at the Wild Coast Sun’s expansive, Wild Waves
Water Park! Kids of all ages can spend their days playing on
the rides. The Water Park features some of the world’s best
rides imported from White Water West in Canada and offering
the latest water ride attractions guaranteed to thrill those
seeking adventure and fun. Rides include the Boomeranga,
Aqua Loop and Superbowl, the lazy river and a special
children’s interactive water-play area.

While a trip to an exotic place is exciting, a honeymoon is
meant to be a time for relaxation. Choosing a destination that
is going to put you under financial pressure is going to leave
the two of you unable to focus on each other while you stress
about how you are going to pay for everything.

The Aqualoop is the ultimate body slide adventure in a
capsule. A 17m plummet, nearly straight down. You then arch
upwards into a near-vertical loop, G-forces pinning you to the
side as you slide up, over and then down before crashing into
the splashdown lane. You’ll never ride another waterslide like
it. The innovative Boomeranga delivers a thrilling combination
of sensations, unlike any other tube ride. High-banking turns
rock you side to side before you plunge down a heart-pounding
17m drop. Powerful G-forces take over as you glide up a nearvertical wall, slowing to a stop before plummeting back down.
Just when you think it’s over, you slide up and over a 2m hump,
feeling a weightless surge before you splash into the pool.

We have locally based honeymoon destinations on our
doorstep.

Riders launch into the SuperBowl, pinned to the wall by
powerful centrifugal forces as they orbit toward the centre.
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Sensual Seychelles has long been dubbed "the islands of love".
Come and savour the ultimate in tropical romance! Be swept off your
feet by the breathtaking beauty of the world's most stunning islands
that offer unparalleled diversity, a carefree lifestyle and the freedom
to enjoy the romantic experience of a lifetime.
Whether in the Seychelles for a wedding or honeymoon, make a
rendezvous with destiny and set the stage for the most romantic days
of your life beneath swaying palms, alongside crystal blue waters
fringed by silver-sand beaches.

the seychelles islands
another world

www.seychelles.travel
Our choice of discrete hideaways will intensify your intimacy as you
soak up the first glorious days and nights together.
Book with Seyunique.
Tel: 011 453 2933 www.seychellesseyunique.co.za
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Transition into a splashdown pool or continue down another
flume. The possibilities are virtually endless! The Speed
Slides are the tallest, steepest and fastest, offering the most
adrenaline-pumping, heart-pounding, head rushing, waterspraying experiences. The Body slides are crowd-pleasing
favourites providing an ideal blend of excitement and fun for
every age and adventure level.
In the AquaPlay area, the children’s slides offer a wide
range of playful, fun and safe options for the littlest members
of the family. Also found at the Wild Waves waterpark is
Segway, Quad Biking and cycling, so the action options are
endless. When you need to take a break from all the fun, relax
with a drink or snack at the food court.  
The Wild Coast Sun’s land-based sports are mostly centred at
the Sports Centre which is located close to the main hotel and
include a gymnasium, lawn bowls, squash and tennis. There
is also the vast natural playground on the Mtamvuna River at
the Riverside. Here you can try your hand at paddle-boating
and canoeing.
Children’s indoor entertainment is primarily based in the Aloha
Village where the Magic Company and Cosmic bowling can
be found. Squawkers Cove is a supervised children’s area
open on weekends and school holidays.
The gaming experience at the Wild Coast Sun is fantastic!
From the latest Slots games to Tables classics you’ll find no
shortage of action on the casino floor.
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There’s also plenty of adventure to be found nearby: deepsea charters; rock, surf, fly and spearfishing and hiking trails.
Walk along sandy beaches where the only footprints are your
own, or hunt for relics from one of the old shipwrecks along
the coast.
Editorial supplied by Wild Coast Sun
Planning for your honeymoon The best thing to do is to
sit down together and decide on a budget. Once the finances
have been established, only then look at places within that
price range. Don’t max out the budget on the accommodation
and transport - rather choose a slightly cheaper establishment
if necessary so that you can have a bit of cash left over to
do some activities and purchase some souvenirs - or deal
with any unexpected expenses, such as delayed flights, extra
baggage or an extra night somewhere special.
If budget allows, find out if your resort offers a package that
includes all your drinks and activities. This removes the money
factor from your honeymoon, as you can partake in any of the
activities offered without having to worry about the cost. This
can take a lot of stress out of the holiday. Imagine being able
to eat at any restaurant, snorkel or waterski at will - without
having to take your wallet out the safe?
Decide whether you would like to spend all your time relaxing
in one area and exploring it properly and soaking up the
culture, or if you would prefer to not stay as long but see as
many different places as possible while you have the leave
available to you.
www.futurebride.co.za
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Mauritius, your ultimate wedding and honeymoon
destination
If love had another name, it would be called magic. It’s the most
extraordinarily powerful and beautiful thing that happens to two
people and it deserves a celebration that does it full justice, and
honour. Mauritius understands this and wants to give you the lifelong wedding and honeymoon memories you deserve.
Having been named as the World’s Most Romantic Destination
for 2019 at the World Travel Awards held last year, this island
paradise is geared for lovers, wedding parties and honeymooners.
South Africans have been going to Mauritius for years to celebrate
their love: to have the most beautiful and perfect wedding in the
world; and to enjoy blissfully picture-perfect island honeymoons.
Couples wed at one of the gorgeous resorts on the island; at
one of the holy temples; high up in the Mauritian mountains; at
one of the many beautiful, stately, colonial plantation homes;
on the gorgeous, world-famous Mauritian beaches; or deep in
one of Mauritius’ emerald green, indigenous forests that abound
with birdlife, natural water features and Mother Nature’s floral
masterpieces. This much choice means that Mauritius is geared
for whatever style of wedding you desire. It’s as perfect for
couture couples who wed on a grand, opulent scale as it is for
barefooted brides and grooms who take their vows under the
shade of a beach Banyan tree.
Mauritius also makes things easy for the wedding party by offering
everything from; excess baggage allowances; the facilitation
of ordering and purchasing of alcoholic beverages at the dutyfree shop; fast-tracked passport clearance at the airport; a
personalised Sega dance greeting on arrival and special parking
to whisk guests off to the chosen wedding venue.
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And when it comes to honeymoons, Mauritius leaves you
spoiled for choice. This is, after all, one of the most popular
tourist destinations on earth. The accommodation and
hospitality sector is geared to deliver on your ultimate dream
honeymoon. You are at liberty to choose from an array of
world-class, five-star luxury resorts through to rustic but
gorgeous beach hideaways. Rest assured, no matter what
you and your partner decide on, your honeymoon will be
romance and indulgence from the minute you arrive until you
check out to go home.
There’s plenty to do in Mauritius, too. Spend your honeymoon
days enjoying a couple’s spa treatment; taking a long (or
short) romantic walk on the beach or in the forest; challenging
each other to a round of golf; marvelling at the beauty of the
botanic garden; indulging in a bit of island shopping; sipping
vanilla rum as you watch the sunset on another perfect day;
or beach-dining on ocean-fresh, delicious seafood. And this is
all on your first two or three days there. There’s plenty more to
do as one perfect day melts into the next.
Mauritius loves love, and it loves lovers. Love is a vote of confidence
in the future; it heralds a fresh, new start; and it celebrates the
very essence of what makes us human: our yearning to bond with
another person and to build a lifelong partnership.
One day, many years from now, when the two of you look
back at this extraordinary time in your lives, you will remember
Mauritius, and the perfect place it was to start what your love
has taken decades to grow into.
Editorial supplied by the Mauritius Tourism Promotion Authority
www.futurebride.co.za
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Mauritius consistently ranks as one of the world's top wedding and honeymoon destinations, thanks to its picture-perfect
venues and superb luxury. Couples can marry anywhere in Mauritius — be it aboard a catamaran, on a submarine
underwater or even saying 'I do' on a zipline over the forest.
Most hotels offer extensive wedding and honeymoon packages and have their own experienced wedding coordinator,
who will organise every last detail of the wedding of your dreams. Villas are also increasingly popular with
multi-generational wedding parties and honeymooners. Mauritius is home to some of the best wedding photographers,
who will be with you from the initial consultation until the moment you leave for your honeymoon.
A Mauritian honeymoon marks a unique beginning to wedded life. We want to make your honeymoon truly
unforgettable. Think romantic walks on the beach, private dinners with blissful views over the ocean, adventurous
climbs across rugged mountains — paradise.
Our hotels and resorts specialise in honeymoons and offer discounts on their rooms and suites for honeymooning
couples. Other added extras could include free spa or beauty treatments, fruit baskets, champagne, excursions, or
private candle-lit dinners for two on the beach.
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Tel: + 27 11 506 7300
E-mail: mauritius@meropa.co.za
www.ratherbeinmauritius.co.za
Facebook: @za.mauritius
Twitter:
@mauritiusza
I nstag ra m: @mauritius.za
_Hashtag: #RatherbeinMauritius
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Incredible India Journeys South Africa Incredible
India Journeys or IIJ is a Delhi based travel agency with a
satellite branch in Durban, South Africa. IIJ was started “by
chance in 2017 after I visited India. I had booked my trip
using an online engine, so naturally, I was a bit sceptical and
wondered if on arrival the services will actually materialise
…..and it did. The trip was so perfectly planned that when
I was approached to become the face of IIJ in SA, I gladly
accepted and Incredible India Journeys SA was born.”
IIJ is a travel agency that offers affordable tailor-made packages
for both individuals and groups. We have an experienced
team that have personally travelled to most areas of India and
are therefore well equipped to plan and execute the perfect
getaway, honeymoon or family holiday. Our name says it all.
INCREDIBLE INDIA JOURNEYS best describes Incredible
India. India is a country with a myriad of landscapes, from
the snowcapped Himalayas to the tropical rain forests, which
boast the largest reserve of tigers. From the rich architectural
heritage to the serene ghats and ayurvedic wellness, from
sandy beaches to opulent palaces and the ever grandiose Taj
Mahal, from affordable shopping to unmatched cuisine and
pungent spices, India has it all.
India is fast becoming a preferred honeymoon destination and
the perfect setting for a destination wedding venue. So dive
deeper and experience India’s rich culture by planning your
next holiday with Incredible India Journeys.
Editorial supplied by Incredible India Journeys
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Bridal Index...
Accessories

Bling Creations (17)..................... 033 342 2114
Hanrie Lues (33).......................... 072 700 5173
Jasmins Bridal (1)........................ 031 208 4982
The Moksha Collection (33)........ 079 244 0606

Accommodation

Bayala Game Lodge (71)............ 035 562 0498
Beverley Country Cottages (135)... 082 895 4002
Ekhaya Boutique Hotel (2).......... 031 266 0950
Indaba Hotel (77)......................... 011 840 6656
Kings Grant (83).......................... 039 834 2730
Moholoholo Ya Mati (85).............. 072 191 2024
Palm Dune Beach Lodge (8,9).... 032 552 1588
Rain Farm (93)............................ 032 815 1050
Salt Rock Hotel (85).................... 032 525 5025
Sani Valley Nature Lodges (131).......................
.................................................... 033 702 0203
Sica’s Guest House (10).............. 031 261 2768
The Balmoral (91)........................ 031 368 8200
The Chantecler (91).................... 031 765 2613
The Ferry Hotel (89).................... 042 287 0758
Umngazi Hotel & Spa (131)..........047 564 1115
Wild Coast Sun (67).................... 039 305 4501
Woodpecker Inn (79)................... 035 786 1230
Zimbali (inside front cover).......... 083 522 2532

Creative Laser Studio (53).......... 083 762 9205
Highway Function Hire (10)......... 031 708 1100
K&T Events Function Venue (61).033 342 7434
KZN Sharks Board (75)............... 031 566 0400
Lady Bubbles (61)....................... 071 869 0428
Lunar Events & Décor (57).......... 083 522 2532
Luxury Lifestyle Décor (55)......... 079 615 1597
Perana Set Design (59)............... 073 458 6801
Weddings by Esmie (61)............. 082 070 0519
Zoeline Events (61)..................... 081 744 9820

Entertainment

DJ Extreme (115)......................... 079 246 1260
Dance School SA (113)............... 082 553 6629
Genius Art (7)............................. 084 415 1805
Tansen Nepaul Music (113)......... 083 777 2776
The Wedding Nanny SA (115)..... 076 227 1442

Flowers

A2Z Event Specialists (57).......... 031 201 9644
Design-a-Flower (99)................... 083 229 1711
Flower Favours (101).................. 031 764 0655
Flowers Direct (101).................... 082 956 6747
Kloof Florist (99).......................... 031 764 6155
Kogie’s Flowers (101).................. 084 771 0011
Petalmania (101)......................... 076 872 7734
The Antique Rose Florist (99)...... 079 526 3940

Bridal Fair

Groomswear

Bridal Wear

Health and Beauty

Oakfield Farm (inside back cover).....................
.................................................... 011 933 3464

Becca’s Bridal Boutique (3)......... 081 447 9636
Bridal Mall (35)............................ 073 090 3999
Cattleya Bridal (37)...................... 064 883 7376
Hanrie Lues (33)............................ 072 700 5173
Hleng’Okuhle Embroidery (41)... 065 962 7738
Jasmins Bridal (1)........................ 031 208 4982
Les Femmes of Parklane (35)..... 033 394 1123
Minty’s (31).................................. 031 208 8207
Oh So Chic (35)........................... 084 208 6590
Sindi M Fashion (39)................... 072 156 5411
The Fabric Gallery (37)............... 033 342 6890
The Moksha Collection (33)........ 079 244 0606

Cakes

Cakes Devine (109)..................... 039 312 0500
Gugu The Baker (103)................. 033 386 0066
Savage Confections (109)........... 061 239 0223
Sugar Coated Cakes (105).......... 074 176 9398
The Cake House (109)................ 033 344 3952
The Frost Goddess (105)............ 084 528 7403
T’s Cakes and Treats (111)......... 082 771 7870
Velveteen Cakes (111)................. 082 332 0235

Catering

Blue Strawberry (107)................. 031 579 1463
Cakes Devine (109)..................... 039 312 0500
Danesh Wines (111).................... 083 632 1987
Gugu The Baker (103)................. 033 386 0066
Highway Function Hire (10)......... 031 708 1100
McAllister’s Catering (107).......... 031 303 4483
Nouvelle Cuisine (107)................ 031 207 4391
Savage Confections (109)........... 061 239 0223
Sugar Coated Cakes (105).......... 074 176 9398
The Cake House (109)................ 033 344 3952
The Frost Goddess (105)............ 084 528 7403
T’s Cakes and Treats (111)......... 082 771 7870
Velveteen Cakes (111)................. 082 332 0235

Co-ordination

A2Z Event Specialists (57).......... 031 201 9644
Charisma Hire (59)...................... 031 201 2821
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Debonair Suit Hire (49)................ 031 764 3133

Bev’s Beauty & Wellness (29)..... 082 896 7495
Blush Make Up (29)..................... 083 756 6013
Hairstyles & Makeup Artistry by Alicia (29)........
.................................................... 083 591 4093
Hair & Makeup by Masia (27)...... 078 145 9450
LungileZ Beats (29)..................... 073 386 0177
Schwish (27)................................ 032 815 2829
The Glam Factor (27).................. 031 562 1003
The Nail & Hair Guru (25)............ 031 564 2933
Urban Contour Beauty Bar (25)... 060 800 6551

Honeymoon

Bayala Game Lodge (71)............ 035 562 0498
Beverley Country Cottages (135)... 082 895 4002
Ekhaya Boutique Hotel (2).......... 031 266 0950
Incredible India Journey SA (135).....................
.................................................... 031 505 0968
Kings Grant (83).......................... 039 834 2730
Makaranga Garden Lodge (81)... 031 764 6616
Mauritius Tourism (133)............... 011 506 7300
Moholoholo Ya Mati (85).............. 072 191 2024
Palm Dune Beach Lodge (8, 9)... 032 552 1588
Rain Farm (93)............................ 032 815 1050
Salt Rock Hotel (85).................... 032 525 5025
Sani Valley Nature Lodges (131).......................
.................................................... 033 702 0203
Seychelles Tourism (129)............ 011 453 2933
Sica’s Guest House (10).............. 031 261 2768
Sure Mirage Travel (4)................. 031 208 4222
The Balmoral (91)........................ 031 368 8200
The Ferry Hotel (89).................... 042 287 0758
Umngazi Hotel & Spa (131)..........047 564 1115
Wild Coast Sun (67).................... 039 305 4501
Zimbali (inside front cover).......... 082 522 2532

Jewellery

Bling Creations (17)..................... 033 342 2114
DK Soni Jewellers (17)................ 033 342 3277
Glenn Adendorff (15)................... 078 392 1532
Hanrie Lues (33)........................... 072 700 5173
Jewel Art Consulting (17)............ 072 699 6622
Va-Tungsten (15)......................... 031 205 0319

Legal & Ceremonies

Anusha Jedidiah (21).................. 031 464 7073
Ashish Baijnath (21).................... 031 266 0644
VM Law Offices (21)................... 031 003 2926
Wendy Kempster (21)........................................
...............................www.wendykempster.co.za

Men’s Grooming

Bode’s Barbershop (45)............... 082 307 8128
Sweeney’s Barbershop (45)........ 079 931 4047

Photography

Beyond Measure (123)................ 031 266 9008
David Weeks (117)...................... 072 213 9272
Kevin Dhora (123)....................... 083 780 4935
Kevin Hsu (125)........................... 084 655 5668
Seagreen Photography (125)...... 071 899 3645
The Image Factor (119).....................................
..................................... www.imagefactor.co.za
The Moody Romantic Studio (121)....................
.............................. www.themoodyromantic.me
Zuri Photography (121)............... 079 507 0262

Stationery

Creative Laser Studio (53).......... 083 762 9205
Creativeland Design Studio (53)...083 781 4805
Handmade by Janine (53)........... 060 970 4229

Transport

Rising Sun Vehicle & Trailer Hire......................
(outside back cover).................... 031 811 7763

Venues

Bayala Game Lodge (71)............ 035 562 0498
Braeside Weddings & Functions (87)................
.................................................... 083 651 5665
Butlers Bistro (85)........................ 031 765 3850
Collisheen Estate (93).....www collisheen.co.za
Ekhaya Boutique Hotel (2).......... 031 266 0950
Indaba Hotel (77)......................... 011 840 6656
Kings Grant (83).......................... 039 834 2730
Kloof Country Club (68 & 69)...... 031 764 0555
KZN Sharks Board (75)............... 031 566 0400
Makaranga Garden Lodge (81)... 031 764 6616
Market the Courtyard (5)............. 031 309 8581
Mendola (93)............................... 033 343 5406
Moholoholo Ya Mati (85).............. 072 191 2024
Mount Edgecombe Country Club (65)...............
.................................................... 031 539 5330
Oakfield Farm (83)...................... 011 933 3464
Palm Dune Beach Lodge (8,9).... 032 552 1588
Rain Farm (93)............................ 032 815 1050
Salt Rock Hotel (85).................... 032 525 5025
Shunyata Sanctuary (81)............. 076 972 3556
Sica’s Guest House (10).............. 031 261 2768
The Balmoral (91)........................ 031 368 8200
The Chantecler (91).................... 031 765 2613
The Du Boirs (89)........................ 031 776 3159
The Ferry Hotel (89).................... 042 287 0758
The Laughing Forest Bush Lodge (93)..............
.................................................... 039 977 8069
The Pines Wedding Conference Village (73)......
......................................................034 318 1888
The Venue Shongweni (87)......... 064 908 9556
Umngazi Hotel & Spa (131)..........047 564 1115
Victoria Country Club (93)........... 033 347 1942
Wild Coast Sun (67).................... 039 305 4501
Woodpecker Inn (79)................... 035 786 1230
Zimbali (inside front cover).......... 082 522 2532

Videography

Beyond Measure (123)................ 031 266 9008
David Weeks (117)...................... 072 213 9272
Kevin Dhora (123)....................... 083 780 4935

www.futurebride.co.za
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so MUCH MORE
!IlifuiturebricV than
just a magazine!
We may not be at the Bridal Fairs this year due to social distancing but we are
e-marketing your product to a captive audience!
As DIGITAL MARKETERS, it's our job to meet people where they're spending their
time - on DIGITAL and SOCIAL MEDIA!
Google Listing

Jame
• Downloadable Future Bride
eBook will be featured on a
Google My Business Page
•Press Release of eBook on
various sites, eg. Biz Community,
10L, Ananzi, Brabys.com & others

SOCIAL MEDIA
• Our eBook will be actively
marketed on Facebook Lead Gen
• Our eBook will be
downloadable on
ICI

A MUCH GREATER AUDIENCE
than your average Bridal Fair!!!
ti,
''ffahmkgago -N /Mr '

Rising Sun Luxury Car Hire
Specializes In The Hiring Of Luxury Vehicles
For Weddings Corporate Events, Matric Farewells,
Promotions, Photo Shoots, Videography, Birthday
Parties, Airport Transfer's, Hotel Pick Up's & Drop
Off's With A Friendly Professional Chauffeur
From Our Company.

Call In Now For Bookings And
More Info On Our Services

O 031 459 8366
© 072 662 9236
info@risingsunvnthire.co.za

www.rsluxurycarhire.co.za

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM TO STAY UPDATED ON ALL SPECIALS.

@RSLUXURYCARHIRE

